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Computer
to match
mug shots
LONDON (AP) — An "intelligent" computer system that
uses closed circuit television to
match faces in a crowd to mug
shots of known criminals is likely to become London's latest
weapon against crime.
Scotland Yard and a local
council have installed the
$100,000 CCTV system on a
trial basis in Newham, a poor
district in London's East End.
Newspapers reported Thursday that the computer system,
called Mandrake, is linked to
144 CCTVs in Newham's shopping centers, railway stations
and car parks and can scan
up to 150 faces at a time and
compare them with a database
of criminals stored on a computer at the council's headquarters.
If there is a match between
a face in the crowd and a
known criminal, the computer
alerts a monitoring team in the
town hall, who in turn alert the
police.
Civil libetties groups said
they were alarmed by the new
system, but -police defended its
use.
"The only people entered on
to the system will be convicted criminals who, through our
intelligence, we believe are
habitually committing crimes in
the area," The Daily Mail quoted police Chief Superintendent
Dave Armond as saying.

Britain defends
arrest of ailing
former dictator
LONDON (AP) — Britain has
defended its arrest of Gen.
Augusto Pinochet, with one lawmaker saying Chile's claim that
the former Chilean dictator has
diplomatic immunity is ridiculous.
Chilean officials, meanwhile.
issued howls of protest and
sent a delegation to London on
Sunday to argue for Pinochet's
release. Pinochet's son vowed
to hire top attorneys to defend
his 82-year-old father, who ruled
Chile with an iron fist for 17
years.
arrested
British ; police
Pinochet in his bed Friday at
a private London hospital in
response to a request from two
Spanish Judges who want to
question the former dictator
about allegations of murder during the decade after he seized
power in 1973. Pinochet had
back surgery at the hospital on
Oct. 9.

NATO ready to
launch planes
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — NATO
warplanes remain poised to attack
, Yugoslav positions if President Slobodan Milosevic doesn't pull his
forces out of Kosovo as promised, U.S. special envoy. Richard
Holbrooke says.
."This is not a bluff," Holbrooke
said Sunday, discounting,any notion
that NATO, in giving Milosevic
more time to withdraw his troops,
was weakening its resolve.
-The planes remain on the runways, including the B-52s in Britain
and the fighters in Italy. They are
ready to go, the targets have been
picked," he said on ABC's "This
Week."
Milosevic has promised to allow

2,000 international "verifiers" into
Kosovo, pull out his troops and
allow NATO surveillance flights
over the rebellious Serb province.
The alliance, in turn, has given
Milosevic until Oct. 27 — an extra
10 days from the original deadline of last Saturday — to remove
his forces from the, embattled
province, where hundreds have been
killed and some 400,000 displaced
from their homes during seven
months of fighting.
U-2 surveillance flights over
Kosovo on Saturday observed signs
that at least two of the seven
Yugoslav battalions were on their
way out of Kosovo. An advance

M See Page 2

Local police search Spirits
high at
for alleged thief
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
City police were seeking an
arrest warrant Monday morning
for a man who allegedly took money
from a co-worker while they were
staying at a local motel this past
weekend.
The Murray Police Department
received a report Sunday morning
that John Kilgore of Virginia left
with about $6,100 while his coworker/roommate, David Winesett
of South Carolina. was in the
shower, said Detective Mark
MeCuiston..
$6.0110.
cash and a $100 check, part of
which came from the men selling
hunting equipment at a booth at
the arts and crafts festival in Aurora this past weekend, McCuiston
said.

-Kilgore is described as a white
male ,about 30 years old who is
5-foot-10 and weighs about 190
pounds, according to an alert issued
by city police.
Kilgore was reportedly driving
a faded maroon Isuzu truck possibly headed toward Virginia, the
alert said.
In other matters, John Norrell
of Liberty Road remained in jail
Monday morning for allegedly
pointing a ,12-gauge .shotgun at a
neighbor he accused of shooting
his (Norrell's) dog. Norrell, 44, remained in the
Calloway -County --Detention- Cen- ter under $6,000 cash bond on a
charge of first-degree wanton
endangerment, a Class D felony.
County sheriff's
Calloway
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By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Buoyed by ,a strong ticket,
Calloway County Republicans
gathered Saturday at Howdrd
Brandon's farm south of Murray with expectation in the air.
GOP U.S. Senate hopeful
Jim Bunning visited Saturday,
with a new internal poll showing him with a seven-point lead
over Scotty Baesler.
First District U.S. Rep. Ed
Whiffletd-tias--an' -uverwhetming fundraising advantage over
former Congressman Tom Barlow, and most political insiders expect Whitfield to easily
win a third term.
And locally, Calloway County Republicans are hoping to
make history - as Melvin Henley could become the first GOP
county judge-executive since
1909.
Local Republicans are also
putting up challenges in the
county coroner's race and in

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times phc.tos

GOP candidate for Calloway County Judge-Executive Melvin
Henley (top photo, left) and his wife Rita (center) talk to Congressman Ed Whitfield Saturday during a Republican
rally/forum at the Howard Brandon farm on U.S. 641 South.
U.S. Senate hopeful Jim Bunning (above, right) autograps a
picture for Sally Crass.

Officials finish regulations
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— State
health officials have completed
writing new regulations mandated
by two abortion laws that will
take effect Jan. I.
One set of regulations sets minimum health standards for places
that perform abortions. They require
that employees be free of contagious infections and that the facilities be kept clean.
The other regulations require that
certain records be kgpt and that
doctors and registered nurses stay
on the property as long as patients
remain there.
The law that required the regulations specified only that mini-

In Chile. seven Spaniards
have been identified as missing or dead under the Pinochet
regime, including two Roman
Catholic priests and a U.N. official.

Tonight... Mostly clear Low
40 to 45 North wind 5 to 10
mph
Tuesday... Mostly sunny
!gh in the middle 60s
1-1,

GOP rally
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Pinochet has been widely
accused of running a ruthless
regime. During his term, 4,299
political opponents died or disappeared. according to a Chilean
government report.
. The arrest warrant, however, referred only to questioning
about allegations that he killed
Spaniards in Chile between 1973
and 1983.
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SCOTT NANNEY Ledger 8. Times

Local artist Ron Sweeney works on his latest piece, a portrait of country music superstar Garth Brooks.

Artistic talent pays
off for local man
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
A gill from God.
That's the only way Murray's Ron Sweeney can describe
the artistic ability that has garnered him work throughout the
country.
Sweeney. 39. began painting at the age of 5, and has
since worked his way into being
a commercial artist - painting

billboards. signs and portraits.
And he has basically done so
without the aid of formal training.
"I grew up in Montgomery
County (Clarksville) in Tennessee," said Sweeney, who
was born in Germany. "The
population there was crowded,
and there was a couple of years

II See Page 2

mum standards be created. It did.

however, demand that facilities that
carry out abortions have written
contracts with ambulance services
and hospitals to transport and treat
any patient requiring more advanced
treatment than the clinic can provide.
The other law requires women
to wait 24 hours before having
an abortion and receive stateapproved information about the procedure.
Dr. Rice Leach, commissioner
of public health, had said he did
not intend to include information
about possible psychological affects
of an abortion in the state book-

let. It instead will includc ph.Htos
of fetuses during pregnancy and
explanations of fetal development.
The regulations have angered
some abortion-rights advocates.
Beth Wilson, director of the ACLU
of Kentucky's Reproductive Freedom Project, opposed the choice
of photos. saying sonic had been
color enhanced and altered in othei
ways.
• A third law passed f) state le,,lislators earlier this year yyould forbid certain abortion procedures. It
was scheduled to take et icet Juk
15 but was temporarily blocked

II See Page 2

Decisions protect school systems
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP)'— Legal
experts say several recept court
decisions have given school districts new protection against lawsuits, meaning the families of three
girls killed at a western Kentucky
school last year may not be able
to collect any money from the
school system.
No one has alleged any wrongdoing by the McCracken County
.chool system or its employees,
and the families have not identified whom they plan to sue, only
that they expected to name multiple defendants.
But the school system has the
most money of any potential target — $6 million in liability insurance.
The family of Michael Carneal.

who recently pleaded guilty to the
Dec. 1 shooting spree at Heath
High School. at one point offered
$1.3 million from an insurance
policy to settle the potential lawsuit. The victims' families said
they iyjected the offer because it
was linked to the possibility of a
reduced sentence for Carneal.
Families of the three slain girls
— Kayce Steger. Jessica James
and Nicole Hadley — have hired
a lawyer and have.said they plan
to file suit seeking damages for
the deaths.
Carneal. IS. who opened fire
on a prayer group, pleaded guilty
Oct. 5 to murder and attempted
murder and agreed to acceptli
sentence of life in prison with no
chance of parole for 25 years. •

NliLhael Breen. the Bowling
Green attorney for the families.
declined to comment.
Legal experts say several recent
decisions have gRen school districts new protection against lass suns_
Manchester la%%y cr Yancey
White, who in 1997 yvon a $4.2
Million verdict against a Clay County school principal and secretary.
— one of the largest ever in a
*negjigence suit against a Kentucky
school system — said that verdict might not be posible under
new case law. White sued over a
1992 case in which a 10-vear-old
boy was released trk-ini ,s‘.hool to
his stepmother. who abflucted and
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legislation similar to those that From Page 1
by a federal judge in Louisville she said led a judge to overturn the magistrate race in district No.
4.
who is to decide its constitution- a similar South Carolina law.
She said the regulations are
Long-time Republican activist
ality.
sinthey
because
unconstitutional
Fandrich said the party is
Bill
The proposed regulations were
sent to the state Legislative gle out doctors who perform abor- strong.
who have
"We think we have a pretty
Research Commission last week. tions, adding that women
a lower good ticket from top to bottom,"
have
abortions
first-term
They will go through public hearings before a Nov. 23 cabinet hear- rate of complications than those Fandrich said.
Bunning told the crowd that
ing. Two legislative committees will. who simply receive a shot of penicillin.
Purchase area is crucial in his
the
then hold hearings and vote on
He also pushed party faithrace.
Timothy
L.
Veno,
the
inspector
them.
work hard in the final two
to
ful
general
for
state
the
Cabinet
for
The laws that require a 24-hour
weeks.
Health
Services
said
the
cabinet
wait and minimum standards most
"We can't win without you,"
likely will be challenged. Those attempted to create regulations that
told the crowd."Make sure
Bunning
would
ensure
a
safe
environment
who favor abortion rights say both
people who are for -us
the
that
hut
would
not
limit
a
woman's
laws are intended to make it snore
going to show up at the polls."
are
right
to
an
abortion.
difficult for women who want aborHe also continued to cite his
tions. Those who support the leg"I think anytime we write a work in Congress on Social Secuislation say the purpose is to pro- regulation, we try to utilize comrity. Baesler has attacked Buntect women.
mon sense as much as we can,"
ning's support of a tax cut, callLouise Melling, associate direc- Veno said.
instead for budget surplus
ing
tor of the American Civil LiberMargie Montgomery, executive
to be spent on strengthenmoney
ties Union's Reproductive Free- director of Kentucky Right to Life,
ing Social Security.
dom Project in New York, said had not seen the proposed reguBunning says his work on the
she has some problems with the lations and declined to comment.
House Ways and Means committee demonstrates his commitmentto Social Security.
"I'm the one who wants to save
Social Security,' Bunning said.
Whitfield also echoed his supRiver basin, the U.S. EnvironLOUISVILLE, Ky. JAP) —
mental Protection Agency will eval- port for Social Security and
Because water-quality problems
have been detected in the Salt
uate nine cities' sewage systems. Medicare and touted the record of
Lawrenceburg, Radcliff, Bloom- the Republican Congress.
"We've made several historic
field, Shelbyville; Simpsonville,
T .VL
Taylorsville, Shepherdsville, Mount accomplishments in the last four
Washington and La Grange have
three months to audit their sewagetreatment systems.
1001 Whltnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
Arthur Collins, chief of the EPA's
Clean Water Act enforcement divi- From Page 1
DEPARTMENT HEADS
sion in Atlanta, emphasized that that I didn't get into art clasp
area drinking water is safe but I have to give all of the credit
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
said the EPA fears that the prob- the Lord. He's the one .who has
General Mgr.
Alice Rouse
lems, if not addressed, could lead given me this talent."
Managing Editor
Amy Wilson
to more severe trouble.
During his career as an artist,
Advertising Mgr
Jim Green
"We're not saying the city (sys- Sweeney has painted murals and
Classifieds Mgr
Debbie Howard
Office Mgr_
tems)are the only thing that impacts billboards for corporations such as
Rita Boggess
Circulation Mgr
Jeff Duncan
the water quality, but it is prob- Shoney's and Opryland USA
ably part Of it," Collins said. "There tkirough the 3M Advertising cornREADER INFORMAllON
are also other contributing factors, frany.
Business Hours
like storm water, erosion and conSweeney's work has included
Mon.-Frl. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
struction."
oil paintings of several country
Sat. Closed
The EPA notified the cities this music stars such as Barbara ManPhone 9: 753-1916
summer that they could perform drel], Loretta Lynn, Garth Brooks
Fax I: 753-1927
a self-audit of their systems or and Marty Stuart.
Subscription Rate.
have the EPA do it.
Former President Ronald ReaAll subscriptions payable in advance
Collins said all nine cities chose gan has also been the subject of
Home delivery 6 days a week.,
a self-audit, which can be com- a Sweeney billboard.
1 month
$600 I 6 rriccths $3800
pleted
by city employees or an
"I painted a huge portrait of
S'2.00
3 monthi $800 I 1 year
outside firm. The evaluation must Reagan and carried it with me to
include information about the man- a place where he was speaking,"
BY MAIL
1 YR. $72.00
agement, operation and mainte- Sweeney noted. "He noticed the
Mailed in Calloway Co. Benton,
nance of the treatment plant.
painting' and asked who did it ...
Hardin. MaytiMcl, Sedalia and FarmingHe
got a good look at it, but he
ton, Ky By mail to Other OeStInatiOnS,
never. found _out who._painted_it.".
once a $85.00 per year
Sweeney, the son-in-law of MurPublished Monday through Saturday
Do you have a
ray businessman Howard Brandon,
every attemoon, except Sundays,
July 4,Thanksgiving Day, Christmas
is credited with painting the majorhot news tip? The
Day and New Years Day. Penodicals
ity of the billboards located in
postage paid at Murray, KY POSTand around Calloway County, doing
Ledger will pay
MASTER.Send address changes to
work for Murray State UniversiTHE MURRAY LEDGER AND
ty, Miller Golf Course and a host
TIMES. P.O. Box 1040, Murray KY
for
$10
the
best
42071-1040
of other local businesses.
"I started working in the silk
news
tip
of the
MISS YOUR PAPER?
screen business, but I wanted to
Call the circulabon dept. between
get into sign painting," said
month.
5700-6:00 p.m. Monday-Fricky or
Sweeney, who is the owner of a
4:30-5 p.m. Saturday at 753-1915
sign painting business based in
Murray Labe*, a ens* (USPS 306.700)
Nashville.
"I started out working at a sign
Murray L.g. a Timms is a rrarrtait of the
Assoc:Wee Pia's. Kentucky Press Assocalion
company for $2.30 an hour before
end SooMistr heettiosoirs Publishers aiaa0CiaI went to Nashville and started
bon "Ns assoctatial Press a issoushaty annum(
io news onginbao try aurray Lava I neve
my own business ... I went out
to California and taught for a
while, and I've done shows at

EPA evaluates sewer systems

Ledger & Times

• School ...
years, but there is more work to
do and that's why I need your
support." Whitfield said.
Whitfield blasted Barlow's twoyear record in Congress.
"Tom Barlow voted for the
largest tax increase in history. He
even raised taxes on Social Security benefits and he voted in favor
of using your money to pay for
abortions in the District of Columbia," Whitfield said.
Henley, a former mayor of Murray, gives the Republicans its best
chance to capture the county's
chief executive post in years.
Fandrich said the party is excited about having a strong local
candidate.
"We feel very good about. We've
never had a real credible candidate," Fandrich said. "We've had
some good candidates, but when
the time came for voting, it was
tough. We feel like we've come
a long ways.
"Melvin is a good candidate
and a qualified candidate. He's
got an uphill battle because of
registration, but I think Melvin
can win.
"Melvin has qualified himself
by being a good mayor and a
good councilman. If they vote for
qualifications, I think Melvin will
win."

strangled him. A judge had dismissed the school board from the
suit on other grounds before it
went to the jury.
"It's a travesty for victims of
negligent acts of state employees
and or state-affiliated or state-type
agencies because they're not going
to be accountable whatsoever,"
White said of recent rulings that
limit suits against school systems.
"It's something the General Assembly has to consider."
But a leading school-defense
lawyer says that if schools didn't
sovereign-immunity
have
the
defense, plaintiff's attorneys would
be lining up to litigate all kinds
of claims against schools.
"If that mentality is out there,
when you're inviting ... the suing
of governmental entities, particularly the school, which is more
vulnerable than the fiscal Court Or
the city ... it's absolutely absurd,"
said Robert Chenoweth of Frankfort. "When it is so easy to go
after a governmental body, that is
not healthy."
Lawyers cite three state Supreme
Court rulings that have strengthened the immunity of school sys-

• NATO

outdoor conventions for eight or
nine years."
But recently Sweeney has
expressed his desire for a career
change — from billboard and sign
work to portraits.
"I want to direct my career
more toward portrait work,"
explained Sweeney, who made the
move to Murray with his wife,
Lori, and their children about a
year ago. "I've painted signs and
billboards for a long time.
"Painting those things is more
of a physical challenge than anything else. It's also a whole lot
of pressure, because you really don't
know what people want ... There's
a lot of turnover when you're
doing commercial signs. The work
doesn't last very long either."
Since moving to Murray,
Sweeney has tried to devote some
of his time to painting portraits
when not doing work associated
with_ his. business.
"I want to do more portraits,
and have the time to do them in,"
he said. "But I.just don't have a
lot of time to sit down and work
on them."
Whenever Sweeney makes the
decision to do full-time portrait
work, he knows that he has a list
of customers waiting.
Among the clients wanting portrait work done are conntry stars
Billy Ray Cyrus and Sammy Kershaw.
The idea of doing that work
full-time suits Sweeney just fine.
"If you do a painting for somebody, you know it's going to be
in their home and a part of their
life for a long time."
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CHILDREN'S HEALTH,
SAFETY & ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS DAY

Gary Murdock

DATE: Saturday, October 24
TIME:
12 Noon To 3:00 p.m.
PLACE: 1703 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
Murray, Kentucky
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
(502)759-1116
*FREE handouts on crime prevention and child
safety, environmental awareness, disease prevention and health promotion.
•Special Ceremony at 12:30 with Mayor Cherry
of Murray, Kentucky
•FREE tot finders and fire prevention information
'Spinal and Scoliosis Screenings
'Prize Drawings
'Balloons • Clowns "'Face Painting
'Food and fun for everyone
Donations Accepted. All Proceeds To
Benefit Murray/Calloway
Family Resource Centers

Heather Hutson

team for the 2,000 civilian
itors also arrived in Belgrade, the
Yugoslav capital.
"We are not satisfied yet," Holbrooke said. "There's no reason
to take,anyone's word on faith. They
only respect force and the credible use of force." NATO is "keeping the trigger cocked."
NATO's military commander,
U.S. Gen. Wesley Clark, is returning to Belgrade on Tuesday tc
check on the pace of the withdrawals.
Holbrooke said NATO air strikes
in Serb-controlled Bosnia three
years ago, the alliance's first military action, had helped convince

1206 Johnson
. 753-CREW
(2739)

Milosevic that NATO was serious
about its current demands that he
end the persecution of Kosovo's
ethnic Albanian population.
"This problem has gone on since
at least 1912 and this is the first
time that the international community has forced its way into
the process and NATO's threats
... were the key," he said. The
deal worked out with Milosevic
"gives us an alternative that can
turn around history."
Holbrooke said the vulnerability of the civilian team in the
event that NATO moves ahead
with an air strike was a "major
concern."

Teen treated for injury
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Maddox Lane teen-ager has.
been treated for a slight, head
injury following a three-car accident this past weekend.
Amber C. Flood, 18, was
released Saturday night from the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after receiving stitches to close a
cut to her scalp, said a hospital
spokesman.
The accident happened at 8:10
p.m. Saturday when Flood pulled

out of the Super America parking
lot onto College Farm Road and
into the path of a westbound car
driven by Jennifer L. Broyles, 19,
of Evansville, Ind., according to
Murray Police Department report.
Flood said she didn't see
Broyles, who tried to avoid the
collision, swerved and hit a vehicle driven by Benjamin C. Arnett,
17, of North Nottingham Lane,
who was stopped in the eastbound
lane waiting to turn into the Super
America parking lot, the report
said.

From Page 1

said. He also threatened to kill
Person, Scott said.
deputies arrested Norrell Saturday
A relative of Person's and a
for allegedly going to the home friend came to the house about
of Jacob Person Friday night and that time, which apparently caused
arguing with him, Sheriff Stan Norrell to rethink his threat, Scott
Scott said.
said. Norrell unloaded the gun and
Norrell left, then returned about handed the shell to Person, he
an hour later with the shotgun, added.
which he pointed at Person and,
at one point, hit him with the barrel, cutting Person's arm, Scott
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Rayann Butterworth

Featuring free child ID cards &fingerprinting sponsored
by Dr. Dennis Heskett, Family Chiropractor

tems from lawsuits.
An April opinion in a sexual
harassment case against the
Nicholas County school system held
that sovereign immunity — a legal
doctrine that says the state is
immune from lawsuits except those
it allows • — extends even to
employees' civil rights cases. Previously, people had been able to
seek damages in civil-rights cases.
The 1997 rulings 'reversed earlier opinions that said schools that
buy liability insurance waive a
sovereign-immunity defense to the
extent of their coverage.
A remaining avenue for plaintiff's attorneys is to name individuals such as principals, teachers and members of school councils.
"That is a concern," Chenoweth
said. The Kentucky School Board
Insurance Trust, which insures
almost all of the state's school
districts, covers individuals. Sovereign-immunity
rulings
have not stopped suits against
schools, said Brad Hughes, a
spokesman for the Kentucky School
Boards Insurance Trust. "Boards
still get sued, and so do school
councils," he said. "Anybody can
file a suit."
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Truman race changed polling

AROUND THE NATION
Literary agent, son subpoenaed
ELLICOTT CITY, Md.(Al') - Ne‘k York laci.ii) &Ii Lucianne
Goldberg and her son say they have been subpoenaed to appear
before a Maryland grand jury investigating alleged wiretapping
violations by Linda Tripp.
Mrs. Goldberg's son, Jonah. told the newspaper that he received
a subpoena last Tuesday and that he expected to appear before
the grand jury Nov. 12.
Prosecutors are looking into whether Mrs. Tripp broke Maryland wiretapping laws by taping phone conversations with former
White House intern Monica Lewinsky.
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Teen lover eager to see new baby
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) — The 15-year-old lover of a former
teacher imprisoned for having sex with him said their second baby
should not have been taken from her so soon after birth.
Mary Kay Letourneau, 36, delivered a girl, Georgia, late Friday at St. Joseph Medical Center. The next day, Letourneau was
returned to the Washington Corrections Center for Women in Purdy
and the baby was released.
State and hospital officials would not say who had custody of
the baby, but the baby's father, Vili Fualaau, indicated in an interview being shown today on the television show "Inside Edition"
it was his family.
"I feel bad that the mother .has to be separated from her baby
just a few hours after her baby was born," he said. "I wish that
the mother could spend time with her baby and her other kids.
She's being a victim at the same time they say she's a criminal."
Fualaau spoke from Paris, where he is on tour promoting a
book he wrote with Letourneau, "Un Seul Crime, L'Amour" ("Only
One Crime, Love"). The book, released in •Europe this month, is
not available in the United States.
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Man charged with child neglect
A man was charged with child
HOWARDSVILLE, Va. (AP)
neglect after he allegedly was too drunk to drive his van and
gave the keys to an 11-year-old girl, who crashed.
The crash occurred Saturday on a bridge crossing the James
River south of Charlottesville. The unidentified girl cut her head
but was in good condition Sunday at the University of Virginia
Medical Center following surgery.
According to Albemarle County police, Allen Mac Blackburn,
34, has previous drunken driving convictions, and his van's ignition is equipped with an interlock system that prevents anyone
who has been drinking from driving.
Police said Blackburn is a friend of the girl's family.
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DeVito stars in new film
NEW YORK (AP) — Danny DeVito has found IT.
In his new film, "Living Out Loud," the actor-director-producer plays an elevator operator in search of a central meaningful
thing to guide his life by, the indefinable IT.
"I know that guys go through that, and some of them are never
'going to find IT, whatever IT is, that ephemeral, elusive thing just
out of your grasp," DeVito says in Sunday's Daily News.
In his case, DeVito found IT at Saturday matinees as a boy
growing in Asbury Park, N.J.
IT started for real when he left a job in his sister's beauty,
shop and went to study drama in the Big Apple.
Study led to stage work, which led to a supporting role in
"One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest," which led to his star-making role as surly cab dispatcher Louie DePalma on "Taxi."
He's gone on to work in films including "Tin Men," "Hoffa,"
"Get Shorty" and "L.A. Confidential." He also makes films through
his company Jersey Productions, which made "Pulp Fiction" and
other films, including "Living Out Loud," which co-stars Holly
Hunter.
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Cash released from hospital

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Johnny Cash is out of the hospital after a stay to determine how to best treat his Shy-Drager's
Syndrome, a condition that can cause blackouts and tremors.
The 66-year-old singer best known for hits including "I Walk
The Line," "Folsom Prison" and "A Boy Named Sue," spent about
a week at Baptist Hospital before his release Saturday.
Cash announced in November that he had Shy-Drager's Syndrome, for which there is no cure, but which can be treated with
medication.
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Stine discusses process
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — How does kiddie horror story writer
R.L. Stine of "Goosebumps" fame crank out a new book every
two weeks?
"I sit down every morning at 9:30 and I don't get up until'
I've written 20 pages," says Stine, who has written 80 books in
six years.
He was in Minneapolis over the weekend promoting "Seniors,"
a new book series for 10- to 13-year-olds.
With a new book each month, "Seniors" follows the graduating class of Shadyside High through a doomed final school year,
with hapless teens biting the dust along the way.
Stine, 54, has spun his sticcess with "Goosebumps" into a TV
series, a Disney World attraction and a traveling "Goosebumps"
stage play.
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AROUND THE WORLD
McCartney praises late wife
LONDON (AP) — Paul McCartney credits his late wife Linda
with keeping him sane after the Beatles split up.
"I felt completely useless when the Beatles broke up. I was
probably on the edge of a nervous breakdown." he said, according to the Mail on Sunday.
"She gave me confidence. She said. 'You're great, you're OK,"'
the singer-songwriter said of his American wife, who died of
breast cancer in April at age 56.
After the 1970 band breakup, the McCartneys spent time at a
fatm in Scotland, where Mrs. McCartney taught her husband how
to ride on horseback.
McCartney gave the interview to promote the Oct. 26 release
of a solo album recorded by his wife.
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Do you have a neat
holiday yard decoration? If so, give us a
call to be included
in our Fall
Decoration Photo
Essay. Deadline is
Oct. 23. •
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sters of the day — Elmo Roper.
George Gallup and Archibald M.
Crossley — cut their teeth on elections involving Franklin D. Roosevelt.

"Roosevelt was the issue. People were either for him or against
him. The whole thing was. built
around Roosevelt," said retired pollster Burns W."Bud" Roper,explaining the approach to polling in
presidential elections of 1936, 1940
and 1944.
In the 1948 presidential election, there was no .Roosevelt, but
a field of the two major party
candidates, as well as Dixiecrat
Strom Thurmond and Progressive
Party candidate Henry Wallace.
"I don't think the polls were
wrong in terms of measuring national sentiment," said Burns Roper.
retired chairman of Roper Starch
Worldwide and son of the pioneering pollster. "Clearly they 'were
wrong in determining the election.
I think the 1948 polls were more
accurate than the 1948 election."
The polls predicted a Dewey
sit.toly of- between five -and' TS-

percentage points, hut Truman won
by 4.4 percentage points. The labor
vote was energized as Democrats
worried about Dewey's strength in
pre-election polls, and Republicans
felt their candidate would win, "so
they played golf that day," Roper
said.
The offspring of the famous
pollsters from 1948 remember the
days around the election as stressful.
Helen Crossley recalled "a very
tense household" as her father worried aloud that Truman, who drew
increasingly enthusiastic crowds at
his pre-election speeches. was gaining momentum. George Gallup Jr.
said his father had to visit .many
newspaper clients after the election to lure them back after 30
canceled their .poll service. Burns
Roper said the election came just
weeks after the suicide of his
brother, and he recalled that he
and his father voted for Truman.
"It sort of looked like the end
of the world," Roper said. "It was
the definition of mixed emotions.
We saw out man winning -but- our-

tubes."
The polling pioneers admitted
their mistakes, re-examine0 their
methods and plunged back io work.
They moved gradually away from
quota sampling, which questioned
a set number of people from different ethnic and age groups, and
moved toward • random sampling.
They extended polling deadlines
up until Election Day and developed their ability to predict those
likely to come out and vote.
"Political polling was nonprobability, and for a number of years,
they got away with it." says New
York pollster Warren Mitofsky, a
pioneer of random-digit dialing
and the use of extensive telephone
sampling 20 years ago. -In 1948.
they got burned."

omipany going down the

The scale of the disaster was
such that a panel of scientists analyzed the industry for the Social
Science Research Council.
Since then. pre-election polls
have become far more accurate,
although some years are more preruhcr-&.

Attorney general
seeks stronger
crime legislation
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
killing of gay college student
Matthew Shepard shows the need
to revive a stalled effort to expand
current hate-crimes laws, Attorney
General Janet Reno says.
The legislation, Reno said Sunday on CNN's "Late Edition,"
"should give people the opportunity to have a forum in which
justice can be done if it is not
done in the state court."
Existing federal hate-crimes law
applies only to crimes motivated
by race, color, religion or national origin and requires the government to prove additional circumstances existed besides this
motivation. Proposed legislation
that dies with the conclusion of
this session of Congress would
expand .the categories to cover
gender, disability or sexual orientation, and make federal prosecution easier.
The beating death of Shepard,
a University of Wyoming student,
has sparked renewed interested in
the bill. President Clinton has urged
its consideration and Reno last week
promised gay-rights groups to press
for congressional action.
Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,said
he would hold hearings on the
subject next year.
Hatch, interviewed on "Fox
News Sunday," said he was sympathetic to arguments on both sides.
He noted that some liberals were
against expandiw the law out of
First Amendment concerns, while
others were worried about singling
out specific groups or putting suspects in double jeopardy.
But he added that "sometimes
you may need something like that
so everybody in this country realizes there's a penalty, that there's
a punishment that comes from
being vicious and vindictive against
people who you might not agree
with."
Reno said the legislation was
not meant to pre-empt the states.
Thirty-nine states and the District
of Columbia have hate-crime
statutes, and 22 of those include
sexual orientation among categoric
covered.
"It is the balance that we try
to achieve in all that we do with
respect to violence," she said. "If
the state can do it, fine. If the
state after consultation cannot do
it and says that the federal government should proceed, this is
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
pioneers of political polling suffered their biggest blunder in 1948,
recalled by the famous photograph
of a grinning President Truman
holding up the headline: "Dewey
Defeats Truman."
Fifty years ago this month, all
major polls predicted victory for
New York Gov. Thomas Dewey
ovbr Truman, the Democratic
incumbent. Reasons for that mistake are still the cause of debate.
But far from killing the fledgling industry, which had become
popular in the 1930s, the pollsters' embarrassing mistake laid
the foundation for modern polling
techniques. It also offered a valuable reminder that "it ain't over
'til it's over."
"We stopped polling a few weeks
too soon," said George Gallup Jr.,
co-chairman of the Gallup organization and son and namesake of
airther of polling's giants. "We
ha been lulled into thinking that
nothing much changes in the last
few weeks of the campaign."
- --The problem was that major polI-
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too important for this nation not
to let justice take its course."
Gary Bauer, head of the Family Research Council, said his and
other conservative groups —•
blamed for inciting an anti-gay
atmosphere with their campaigns
to get homosexuals to become heterosexual — were the victims of
smear campaigns.
Bauer said on CNN that his
group is not going to change its
opposition to gay marriages and
other lifestyle choices and said it
was "terrible that the murder of
this young man is being exploited" by the Clinton administration.

BERNARD KANELedger & Times photo

CHECKING IN: Donald Speer from Bowling Green
welcomes MSU piano teacher Marie Taylor to the
Kentucky Music Teachers Association convention.

* * * * * * * ** *
Dr. Dan Miller has spent five years on the city council representing the citizens of Murray. He knows
city government. He's not been afraid to speak out
and take a stand.
* * * *
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Let's make the rules

Adult entertainment.
It's a phrase that often results
in red faces, sharp denials and whispers.
It's a phrase that deals with
our most intimate actions - actions
that are typically carried out behind
closed doors in the privacy of our
own homes.
Granted, there are some peo- tive rather than reacuae.
Yet the mere mention of adult
Select an area, zone it approvideos, magazines and sex toys ple who simply have a hangup
and allow the businesses
priately
do
with
having
to
about
anything
power
to
turn
a
town
the
has
sex. We live in a day and age to open. Create regulations that
upside down.
where technology is taking us to are quite clear and enforce them
It's Murray's turn.
A meeting has been set for this new realms, yet we still are unable appropriately.
These are adult businesses we
evening at Murray High School to sit in a room of mixed comare
talking about.- We shouldn't
discuss
sex.
pany
and
to discuss adult entertainment. The
We have always been taught have to worry about our children
city is seeking input regarding
possible ordinances regulating adult that sex belongs in the bedroom even gaining access...as long as
By TED A. WENDT
and talking about it is naughty the regulations, are enforced.
businesses.
In a recent column (Oct. 8)
Adult movies in our movie
Why now? And more impor- and impolite. The addition of magthis newspaper's managing editor
So what?
stores?
toys
causand
Sex
azines,
videos
why
Murray?
tantly,
a
worrying
in or could she be
did some public hand-wringing the balance of their colleagues
As
long
as they are placed disgreater
gasp!
even
a
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It is probably a result of a
what impact a newly-revived
about alleged "problems" in MSU's the department of journalism &
creetly
(and
this means away from
of
the
issue
exploring
When
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events.
First,
combination
of
mass 'communications; this move WQTV might have on her newsbroadcasting programs.
eyes),
then that's fine.
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in
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of
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the
had
revenues?
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sometimes
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servative
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paper's readership
when I say that her false alarm priate and logical.
On a more fundamental note,
Yes, mail-order services do
ter served if its editorial writers South. Then, we had the adult
unusuway,
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the
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"take
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World.
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al for university faculty (at MSU were a bit more forthcoming about
moment."
and
if we don't meet those
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ucts,
find
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to
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shop
have
us
that
leave
does
where
So,
WQTV.
their hostility toward
So before anyone starts plan- or anywhere else) to have offices
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those dollars will
demands
area
conservative
break
the
that
will
If MSU students are gettig in the issue of adult entertainning a funeral for TV-11 (MSU' in one building and to teach in
town.
of
go
out
on
us.
been
slapped
that
has
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ment?
"hands-on" experience at WQTV
s cable access channel) I suggest a separate building.
We have to make some choicMagazines, videos, toys, you
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or WKMS or TV-11 (and they
prefer
a
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we take a moment to review what
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These
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it,
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little distance between their office are), then the writer's worries that have been attached to it: "per- name
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then
and
to be - as academics are verted," "nasty"
The writer asserts that MSU and their classrooms or laborato- seem
hoping
that it will go away, or
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them
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but
progress.
some
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prise to
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to
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fact
(and
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Far from being dismantled, TV11 is in the process of being Board of Regents policy), the rela- ray community, and the sur(AP)
—
WASHINGTON
strengthened, and the department tionship between WQTV and TV- rounding region.
That service mission requires the Impeachment, the vice president
of journalism & mass communi- 11 is intended to be symbiotic.
cations is currently holding dis- In partial answer to the writer's station to provide news, informa- complained, was being made a parcussions about interesting ways -implied question, one of the rea- tion, education, sports, and enter- tisan issue with a party-line push.
Out in the country, he said, peoto revitalize TV-11, as its broad- sons we can operate WQTV it a tainment programming to its viewlower cost than the previous own- ers, while simultaneously serving ple weren't as interested in it as
casting laboratory. the instructional and information- they were in the capital.
As _for "hands-on" experience, ers is the existence of TV-11.
State
al needs of MSU students (regardBut
unlike
The
-Murray
Some things don't change.
there's plenty of work available
The vice president was Gerald
- both at TV-11 and WQTV - News (another erroneous compar- less of their academic major).
As a modern, comprehensive, R. Ford, in 1974, speaking of a shoulders of Pete Rodino. That's tics."
for anyone who wants to get ison), TV-11 can't employ students because it can't generate regional university, MSU must con- preliminary impeachment vote why we can see so far."
Then Nixon had to yield the
involved.
Rodino was the Democratic White House tape the proved his
Yes, it is true that we are advertising revenue. WQTV does stantly integrate or expand the against President Nixon.
Now Vice President Al Gore is chairman of the committee when guilt, his fraying support vanished,
working through a very complex employ students, will continue to many information technologies
life.
which
define
contemporary
students
to
its
payroll,
and
add
arguing in defense of President Clin- it investigated Nixon over Water- and Ford announced on Aug. 5
transition period, but why should
As a small component within ton along similar lines, saying Amer- gate, proceedings that were not so that he would say no more about
this be such a surprise? I sus- some of these students will work
our new Center of Excellence in icans have concluded that impeach-. harmoniously bipartisan as the impeachment because the vice prespect that any organization that on TV-11 projects.
Telecommunications, WQTV rep- meat is "not a punishment that Republicans suggest. They were ident "is a party of interest."
News,
The
Murray
State
Like
suddenly acquired a major new
Four days later, Nixon resigned.
resource would find itself going or WKMS-FM, WQTV will need resents MSU's continuing com- fits the crime" in the Monica the minority then, and they disputed the Democrats on proce- Ford became president.
through a similar period of adjust- to support part of its operating mitment to educational opportu- Lewinsky scandal.
nities which are truly comprebudget from earned income.
In this case, one of the most
"They want to move on," Gore dures, witnesses and almost everyment.
Which is really the issue, isn't hensive.
zealous of Clinton foes contended
said, campaigning in Minneapolis. thing else.
Part of that Adjustment has
Is that "doing what is right" "They are tired of all these peobiographer Stephen that the president shouldn't have
Nixon
meant, of course, making room it? Every time the Ledger &
certainly
students?
We
MSU
acquifor
MSU
criticizes
the
Times
tbat in the early gone to New York on Monday to
Ambrose
wrote
endlesstelevision
talking
ple on
for WQTV and its personnel. But
ly about something that everybody going, Rodino let "the red hot raise campaign funds for Rep.
radio and television faculty were sition of WQTV, I can't help but hope so.
Wendt is the dean of the knows more , about than they ever Democrats on his committee inves- Charles Schumer, who serves on
wonder about motives. Is the
not "bumped."
pracCollege of Fine Arts & wanted to know."
primary
concern
the
MSU
writer's
tigate for the purposes of embar- the judiciary committee and is runTheir offices were moved to
ning for the Senate in New York.
Ford had said that out in the rassing Nixon."
Wilson Hall, where they joined tical training of MSU students, Communication.
Rep. Tom DeLay, the Republican
is
echoed
in
Democratic
That
country, the message was different from the one he heard in Wash- complaints about.the Clinton case. whip in the House, said Clinton's
Nixon was covdring up, of campaigning for Schumer amountington. "And I like it a lot betcourse,
and concealing the taped ed to jury tampering because the
ter."
evidence
he ultimately had to sur- New Yorker serves on the panel
days.
"What
Clinton
these
Like
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It
I'd like to see is this election be render along with the presidency. that will be considering impeachwas going to be bigger than taxes.
CAPITOL THOUGHTS
about the American people and Clinton has admitted misconduct ment.
Social Security, HMO regulation
The White House said DeLay
their future, not about Washing- in his Lewinsky liaisons, while
and NAFTA. Republicans were
denying the perjury that' is one of was trying to score political points
ton, D.C.," he said.
going to be able to play the Clinimpeachment accusations on proceedings that should not be
For all the Republican talk of the
ton card to trump just about anyagainst
him. And evidence against partisan.
exemplary
1974
model
following
an
CHELLGREN
MARK
thing Democrats had to say in the
It is, on both sides.
impeachment inves- him was sent to Congress — then
current
in
the
federal races in Kentucky.
Associated Press Writer
Especially in a campaign setat
the
televised
—
published
and
tigation of Clinton, those proIt hasn't worked that way.
not
at
ting,
with no way to tell how the
process,
the
beginning
of
than
thing.
no
less
partisan
whole
rats.
ceedings
were
Among the list of likely hot topClinton scandal and impeachment
Bunning and his Democratic sen"I believe the Republicans have these, and no more limited than the end as in Watergate.
ics in the races for the 3rd, 4th
After six months of investiga- issue will play. There were omens
and 6th congressional districts and atorial opponent Scotty Baesler, overplayed their hands," Patton. the inquiry the House ordered.
and hearings, the Rodino in 1974. The Republicans lost three
tions
for
whom
are
in
event
Clinton
of
Congress
fund-raising
proposed
a
both
said
at
a
Democrats
the U.S. Senate. President Bill
Clinton has been a bust for the now, parted company about as much Baesler at the Governor's Man- investigation limited to this year committee recommended impeach- House seats, including the one Ford
as reasonably could be expected sion last week. Patton said Repub- and to the accusations already ment of Nixon with Democratic una- resigned to become vice president,
GOP.
Instead, Republicans have fall- on the votes in the House to licans are taking the historic prece- lodged against him, knowing it nimity which Ford said "tends to in special elections early that year.
make it a partisan issue." A halfNixon was gone and pardoned
en back on calling their opponents authorize the impeachment inquiry. dent of trying to hound a presi- would be rejected.
"liberals" or supporters of "big Bunning voted with his others in dent out of office for conduct that,
"We're not flying by the seat dozen Republicans also voted for before the fall campaign. But the
government" or "tax-and-spend the Republican fold for a virtual- while a "bad mistake," was still of our pants," said Rep. Henry Hyde, impeachment. Nonetheless, Ford issue wasn't. Republicans lost 48
"a mistake that a whole lot of chairman of the House Judiciary complained that Nixon was a vic- seats in the House and five in the
Democrats." They might have pre- ly unlimited investigation.
Committee "We're riding on the tim of "Democratic partisan poli- Senate.
ferred to, as U.S. Senate candi- kept company with most of his other people could have made."
colleagues
by
voting
for
Democratic
There
is
some
irony
in
Patton's
date Jim Bunning did some time
ago. refer to Clinton as "the most a limited investigation of matters observations. Patton, as a gubercorrupt, the most amoral, the most already raised by special prosecu- natorial candidate in 1995, said
Just drop us a line ••.
despicable person I've ever seen tor Kenneth Starr that would have he would not support Clinton's reAll letters must he signed by the writer, with the writer's
in the presidency" and dare any to end by Dec. 31. Baesler then election in 1996 because of his
address and telephone number included. Letters must not be more
Democrat on the ballot to take , voted against the open-ended position favoring tobacco regulathan 500 words. We reserve the right to condense or reject any
impeachment authorization that was tion.' It didn't take long for Patissue and defend the -president. •
letter.
WHITFIELD
U.S.
REP
ED
ton to change his tune once he
In the topsy turvy world of pol- actually passed.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray
236 Cannon House Office Building,
But neither Baesler nor Bun- won his own election as goveritics. some Democrats .. now even
Ledger and Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Wrap, D.C. 20510
claim that Republicans are suffer- ning have: tried to make much hay......._nor, Clinton seemed assured of re
out.
of
the
difference.
election
and
Patton
needed
help
because
of
their
ing a backlash
Similarly, the congressional can- in Washington.
rush to consider impeachment of
. SEN. WENDELL FORD
In contrast, there are the coma president for only the third time didates have kept the volume law
173A
Russel Senate Office Building,
on Clinton talk. Even in the 6th ments of former Gov. Brereton
in the history of the republic.
Washington,
D.C. 20510
It's a ,curious issue. According District, where the political philoso- Jones, who was among Clinton's
to recent polls, • Kentuckians don't phies of Republican Ernie Fletch- earliest supporters prior to the 1992
particularly like Clinton, don't trust er and Democrat Ernesto Scorsone -elections.
WALTER L. APPERSON
AMY WILSON
U.S. SEN. MITCH *CONNELL
Jones, a former Republican
Publisher
or believe him, but think he's are the most starkly divergent, talk
Managing Editor
361A Russel Senate Office Building,
ALICE ROUSE
doing a pretty good jab as pres- of impeachment and .-Clinton is leader of the West Virginia House
Washington, D.C. 20510
before he moved to Kentucky and
General Manager
ident and don't want him subdued.
It has fallen to Gov. Paul Pat- became a Democrat, has always
impeached. Mostly they •want to
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
stop having to hear about the ton to try to spin the circum- wandered his own course and said
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.
stances around to favor the Democ- last week Clinton should resign.
The Daily Independent, Ashland
A message for Kentucky House Majority Leader
Greg Stumbo: Nothing is more important to the
future of Kentucky's community colleges than.maintaining accreditation with the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools.
To jeopardize accreditation just to keep the University of Kentucky's name on community college
diplomas would be foolish.
Stumbo, D-Prestonsbutg, one of the most powerful members of the Kentucky General Assembly,
said he will seek an attorney general's opinion on
the legality of agreement between the Kentucky

Community and Technical College System and the
University of Kentucky that phases out UK's limited control of the 13 community colleges.
Stumbo contends the agreement violates a provision added at the last minute to Gov. Paul Patton's higher education reform bill approved during
a May 1997 special session of the General Assembly. The provision dictated that academic degrees
awarded by community colleges would continue to
bear the UK name. Without that change, Stumbo
said the reform bill would not have passed.
Stumbo's assessment of the events during the
closing days of the special session are accurate.

WQTV and MSU's mission

The Nixon-Ford redux

Candidates quiet about Clinton
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Dwight Houston, Murray, died today. Oct. 19, 1998, at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will he in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Mrs. Eva Alexander
Mrs. Eva Alexander, 91, Kirksey-Almo Road, Murray, died Saturday, Oct. 17. 1998, at 7:35 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of World Wide Church of God, Paducah.
Her husband, Novice Alexander, one son, Novice Junior Alexander, and two brothers, Napoleon Towery and Robert Towery, preceded her in death. Born May 27, 1907, in Stewart County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Scott Towery and Almeda Rutland Towery.
Survivors include one son, Ted Alexander and wife, Shirley,
Murray; five grandchildren, Steve Alexander and Richard Alexander, Murray. Teddy Wayne Alexander, Florida, and Marty Alexander and Barry Alexander, Benton; two stepgrandchildren, Anthony
Sheppard and wife, Tammy, and Tina Carraway and husband,
Marty, all of Murray; eight great-grandchildren; five stepgreatgr:ndchildren; 12 great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Jeff Williams will officiate.
Pallbearers will be members of the World Wide Church of God.
.Cemetery.
will folleinillGiksey

Witches, evil doll, ants rule
theaters around country
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Halloween arriyed „early at the weekend box office with the success
of "Practical Magic" and the horror movie "Bride of Chucky."
"Practical Magic," with Nicole
Kidman and Sandra Bullock as
witches in love, opened with $13.6
million in ticket sales for first
place, according to industry estimates Sunday.
"Bride of Chucky," with the
homicidal doll getting a love interest in .the form of Jennifer Tilly,
had $11.6 million for second place.
That was the best debut for
any of the four Chucky movies,
topping the $10.7 million opening
for the previous leader, "Child's
Play 2."
It was sort of magic time at
the box office," said Paul Dergarabedian, president of Exhibitor
Relations Co. Inc. "There were
elements of the supernatural in the
major openers and they played
very well with the audiences."
A more serious film with a
mystical theme, the post-slavery
epic "Beloved," opened -to strong
business as well. Oprah Winfrey's
labor of love was No. 5 with $8.5
million and had the best per-theater average - $5,663 - of any
movie in wide release.
"We're truly of the belief that
this picture is going to be in here
for the long haul." said Disney
distribution executive Chuck Viane.
The strong, debuts of Warner
Bros.' "Practical Magic" and Universal's "Bride of Chucky" provided
a fall boost to two studies that
have struggled this year with a
string of flops. Even Warner's one
hit, "Lethal Weapon 4," did little
for the studio because the director and stars got so much money.
DreamWorks' computer-animated bug movie "Anti" and the cop
picture "Rush Hour" both continued to do well, but Eddie Murphy's "Holy Man" lost more than
50 percent of its already-paltry
audience in its second week.
"Antz" marched along in third

Mrs. Laura Lillian Myers

place, losing just 23 percent of
its audience in the third week to
bring in $11.3 million."Rush Hour"
had $8.7 million for fourth.
"What Dreams May Come," the
afterlife drama starring Robin
Williams, lost 40 percent of its
audience and brought in $6.5 million for sixth place.
"A Night at the Roxbury" was
seventh with $3.9 million, followed by "Urban Legend"• with
$3 million and "Rollin" with $2.8
million.
After 16 weeks, the summer hit
"Armageddon" broulAn in $516,000
and should become the year's first
- and perhaps only - $200 million movie by next weekend.
Here are estimated grosses at
North American theaters for Friday through Sunday as compiled
by Exhibitor Relations. Final fig-'
ures were to be released today:
I. "Practical Magic," $13.6 million.
2. "Bride of _Chucky," $11.6
million.
3. "Antz," $11.3 million.
4. "Rush Hour," $8.7
5. "Beloved," $8.5 million.
6. "What Dreams May Come,"
$6.5 million.
7. "A Night at the Roxbury,$3.9 million.
8. "Urban Legend," $3 million.
9. "Ronin," $2.8 million.
•
10. "Holy. Man,". $2.4 million.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

Mrs. Laura Lillian Myers, 91, Benton, died Saturday, Oct. 17,
1998, at 5 p.m. at the Long Term Care Unit of Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was a member of First Baptist Church, Benton.
Her husband, Walter (Dolly) Myers, her parents, George Breezeel
and Martha Jane Hendrickson 13reezeel, and six sisters and brothers preceded her in death.
Survivors include five nieces, Mrs. Magdaline Henson, Hardin,
and Mrs. Geraldine Barnes, Mrs. Cathrine Coursey, Mrs. Elvira
Lewis, and Mrs. Lena Jo Taylor, all of .Benton.
Graveside services were Sunday at 2 p.m. at Ford Cemetery,
Benton. The Rev. Don Wilson officiated. Collier Funeral Home of
Benton was in charge of arrangements.
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In Africa and Latin America,
increasing numbers of unmarried
teenage girls ,are dropping out
because of unplanned pregnancies,
the report said. In Pakistan, customs still discourage girls from
having contact with male students
and teachers, and girls who, do
attend often leave school to marry.
The 51 countries with serious
gender gaps have a total school
enrollment estimated at 600 million. ;The study estimates that the
additional cost of educating as many
girls as boys in those countries
would be about $5.8 billion and could nearly double in 10
years.
Despite the increase in the proportion of girls educated, when
compared to boys, the number of
girls in the gap continues to grow
because of rapid growth in the
number of school-age children, the
report says.
The study ranked 132 nations
according to the extent to which
girls and boys differ in access to
schooling. in order to cover as many
countries al posithie, it used fig-ures from 1995 and compares them
to 1985.
More than half the countries have
no gender gap, including the United States where 99 percent of boys
and 'girls go to school.
Ten countries - Nepal, Oman,
Algeria, Saudi Arabia, Togo,
Lebanon, Congo, Egypt, Iran and
Malawi - are cited as making
the. most progress in closing the
gap between girls and boys in
school: The inclusion of Middle
East and poor African countries
is striking because those regions,
along with South Asia, have traditionally had the largest gender
gap.
In Oman, for example, girls'
enrollment in secondary schools
over the decade rose from 17 percent to 64 percent. At the same
time, boys' enrollment rose from
36 percent to 68 percent.
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WASHINGTON (Al') - The
world has made striking gains in
increasing school enrollment of girls
during the past 10 years, with the
most progress in some unexpected places such as the Middle East
and sub-Saharan Africa.
A new report says girls now actually outnumber boys in secondary
schools in 18 countries, mostly in
Latin America. But 51 countries still
have serious gender gaps, with 75
million fewer girls than boys in
their schools, according to a report
released Sunday by Population
Action International.
Researchers and government
officials credit the decade's gains
to factors that include a spreading awareness of the importance
of women, as well as general economic growth. The United Nations,
World Bank and nongovernment
groups have been pushing education programs for girls in a global effort to clear the gender gap
by 2005 and achieve universal primary education by 2015.
In Malawi, where the gap has
been sharfily- reduced: pregnant
girls are no longer automatically
expelled from school. In Egypt,
an aggressive school-building program in rural areas increased enrollment of girls by 60 percent in
rural primary schools.
A project involving training of
female teachers and other initiatives in Pakistan increased girls'
enrollment in villages of the
province with the largest gender
gap, Baluchistan,.by 87 percent,
the report said.
But in Pakistan and many other
countries the gap remains wide
and obstacles for girls still are
great.
"Educating a girl is like watering your neighbor's garden," said
Shanti Conly,co-author of the study,
in describing a prevalent attitude
in India. In that country, girls often
are valued most for the help they
do at home.

Dwight Houston

Mrs. Sue Bebber
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World sends more of its
daughters to school

DEATHS
Mrs. Sue Bebber, 63, Riley Court, Murray. died Saturday, Oct.
17, 1998, at 8:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
One son, Kyle Glen Bebber, one sister, Mrs. Cathleen Charlton, and one brother, John Brown; preceded her in death. Born
Aug. 5, 1935, she was the daughter of the late Brown Low Brown
and Mary Toliver Brown.
Mrs. Bebber was of Baptist faith.
Survivors include her husband, Kyle Bebber; one daughter. Mrs.
Charlotte Latham and husband, Allen; three sons, Lecile Bebber
and wife, Teresa. Harold Bebber and wife, Carolyn, and Gene
Bebber and wife, Lisa; and daughter-in-law, Mrs. Glenna Hurst,
all of Murray; nine grandchildren,, David Parrish, Lisa Bebber,
Jody Bebber, Casey Bebber, Wendy Wilbanks, Ashley Bebber, Takina Bomar, Heather Ashby, and Bryant Bebber; one great-grandchild. Addison Glen Bebber.
Also surviving are three sisters, Mrs. Frances Lane and husband, Robert, Mrs. Rhoda Lane and husband, Bert, and Mrs.
Blanch Brown and husband, Jake. and four brothers, J.D. Brown
and wife, Opal, James Brown and wife, Nellie, Wayne Brown and
wife, Peggy, and Dale Brown and wife, Rita, all of the Greenville,
Tenn., area.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. David Cunningham will officiate. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will he at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Boy, we can really tell when Murray State University cancels classes for one day. Driving around the campus on Friday,
it was almost "spooky" not seeing all the students, teachers,
staff and the many cars.
The signs on North 16th Street say "Stop for pedestrians
crossing" which 1 think is a wonderful idea. Even while attending Murray Training School in the 1940s it was a problem for
the students crossing the street to get to the former Gibbs Store
for a hamburger.
Makes us feel good though when the students throw up their
hand with a "thank you" when we stop for them. We are proud
of the university in Murray.
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Kirksey Lodge scheduled to meet

Dora

Kirksey Lodge Ng. 170 of Woodmen of the World is sched ed
to meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. All members are urge to
attend.
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Singles will meet Tuesday

Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson in 1998

Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson'in 1948

Former local couple married for 50 years
Charles and Amy Wilkinson of 15166 Sandbar Pointe. LeRoy, Mich.,
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Oct. 24.
They were married on Oct. 28, 1948, at West Fork Baptist Church,
Murray.
Mrs. Wilkinson. the former Amy Nell Ratterree, is the daughter of
the late Loyd T. Ratten-ee and Susan Jane Rowlett Ratteree.

Mr. Wilkinson. a retired carpenter, is the son of the late Zeb Wilkinson and Ida Clayton Wilkinson.
They have one son. the Rev. Dan K. Wilkinson of First Baptist
Church. DeWitt. Mich.
Their two grandchildren are Kari and Ryan.

Murray ladies play final golf session
Championship - Lisa Carver,
The Ladies of the Murray,
Country Club played their final first, Betty Stewart. second;
First flight - Venela Sexton
day of the regular golf season
Ward, Linda Burgess, and Sally
for 1998 on Wednesday.
Betty Lowly, golf hostess, has Crass tied for first;
Peggy ShoeSecond flight
released the winners as follows:

maker. first; Toni Hopson and
Jenny Sue Smock, tied for second:
Third flight - Marilyn Adkins,
first, Barbara Gray, second;
Low putts - Carolyn Sanning

Oaks' ladies plan activities
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have activities on
Wednesday.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Mary Elinor Outland,
753-2929, as hostess.

Golf will be played at 9:30
a.m. Pairings will be made at
the tee.
Shirley Wade, hostess for play
on Oct. 14, has released the following winners:

First Place - Shirley Wade.
Martha Enix, and Bronda Parker;
Second Place - Irene Woods,
Kitty Steele, and Cynthia Darnail.

Send us your society news today!
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Bridal
RegistrY

Murray Woman's Club House
704 Vine Street, Murray

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Heather Lennox
bride-elect of
Jay Kelso
join our
bridal registry.

Thursday, October 22
10 a.m.-7 p.m.
di
Priced From 55 550
Sponsored by Murray Woman's Club - a nonprofit organizatior ,
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Chestnut St., Murray
753-185 I
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The Ladies Golf Awards Banquet will be Oct. 21 with a
social hour at 6 p.m. and dinner at 7 p.m.
All ladies of the club are
invited.

HOSPITAL
REPORTS
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Oct. 15 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Noel baby girl, parents, Michelle
and Jeff, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Harry Arthur Johnson, Dover,
Tenn.; Joseph Howard Pittman,
Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Faye Louise Stockdale,
Mrs. Penny Ann Youngblood and
baby boy, and Mrs. Melissa Gail
Higgins, all of Benton; Mrs. Sherry Jean- Boyd, Hickory; Ashley R. Reed, Mayfield;
11/frs. Rebecca Prescott Campbell
and baby girl, Grand Rivers;
Mrs. Frances McCuiston, Mrs.
Norma Kathleen Myers, Jeremy
David Driskell, Miss Shelley Rae
Maggard.
Mrs. Cecilia Cavitt Dunn, Mrs.
Ursula Huefner, Mrs. Irene Dean
Poston, Rodger Dale Gibson, and
Ms. Billie Reed. all of Murray.
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TuesSingles Organizational Society (SOS) is scheduled
a nonday at 7 p.m. at the Weaks Commtmity Center. The SOS
profit, nondenominational, support and social group f r single adults,
r inforwhether always single, separated, divorced or wido
mation call Vicky at 759-5395.
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Depression group to meet Wednesda

Ralp

Depression Support Group of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in the private dining- room. For
information call Kathy Culbert RN, MSN, CS at 762-1485.

vin

Parent-Teacher Conferences at CCHS
Parent-Teacher Conferences at Calloway County High School
will be Oct. 29 from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. Jerry Ainley, principal,
urges all parents or guardians to attend these conferences. No
appointmets are necessary.

0:4

West View schedules events
West View Nursing Home has scheduled events for its residents
and patients. Tuesday events will be Coffee and Donuts at 10 a.m..
Bingo at 2 p.m., and MSU at 6 p.m. Events on Wednesday will
be Bible Class at 10 a.m., Picnic at the Park at 11 a.m., One Man
Band at 2 p.m., and Pet Therapy at 3 p.m. On Thursday will be
Room Time at 9 a.m., Gospel Hour at 10 a.m., and Bingo at 2
p.m. Friday events will include Sensory time at 8:30 a.m., Devotion with the Rev. Todd Buck at 10 a.m. and Country Cruising at
2 p.m.
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Blood Pressure checks Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday from noon to
2 p.m. at the Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church. This is a free
service of the church.

International Dance Tuesday
International Dance will be Tuesday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of First Presbyterian Church. This is open to all
interested persons.
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Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
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Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Joan Jones will present a program
on "Quilt Making 101." All interested persons are invited.

CCMS Council will meet today
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet today at 5 p.m. in the Media Center. Cloyd
Bumgardner, principal, invites all interested persons to attend.
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Music Department will meet Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club

will have a
"Monster Mash Bash" and potluck salad supper to honor new members Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be
Marge Andrews, Rebecca Landolt, Faye Austin, Marilyn Walker, Martha
Crafton, Ruth Eversmeyer, Annie Nance, Julia Caldwell. and evelyn Chilcutt.
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CCHS Class of 1973 has 25th reunion
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Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas Nelson

Cleaver and Nelson
wedding vows said
Kathy Lovett Cleaver and William Thomas Nelson were married
Wednesday, July 29, 1998, in a sunset ceremony on the island of
Providenciales, Turks & Caicos Islands.
The couple's two attendants were Renee Wynne of Murray and
Carl Trella of MaYfield.
The ceremony was also attended by Dale and Marsha Bucy, Susan
Dorin-, and Tom Parker of the Murray Dive Center.
Claire and Alan Jourdan and Jelalia Hale, owners and manager of
Dive Prove, were in attendance as well as several local islanders who
are friends of the Nelsons.
The bride wore a tea-length dress of blushed pearl lace and handkerchief linen. She carried a bouquet of island flowers picked by the
groom, and arranged by Marsha Bucy.
Both the bride and groom wore matching silver and gold coin
medallions from the sunken treasure ship, "Atocha."
After a week of scuba diving on Provo, the couple spent their honeymoon on the island of Grand Turk. They enjoyed scuba diving,
sight seeing, and a day trip to the island of Salt Cay.
Mrs. Nelson is the daughter of Mrs. Freda Lovett and the late
Ralph Durwood Lovett of Murray.
Mr. Nelson is the son of Mrs. EmmaLou Nelson and the late Marvin Nelson of Hardin.
The couple is now residing in Hardin.

Storytelling festival
opens today in Paris
The 11th annual Storytelling Festival, presented by the Paris-Henry
County Arts Council opens tonight
and will continue through Saturday.
Festival activities will include
a free storytelling workshop for
all ages tonight from 7 to 8:30
p.m. in, the Paris City Hall meeting room, visits by storytellers to
area K-8 schools through _out the
week, and a four-hour storytelling
finale at the Atkins-Porter Recre-

ation Center on Oct. 24 at 5 p.m.
Senior storyteller Robert Valentine will return with master storyteller Steve Ross. Joining them
will be country comedian and storyteller Krit Stubblefield, and Paris
storytellers Bill Williams, Ken
Alexander, Deborah Cagle, plus
several student tellers.
Admission to the Saturday night
festival finale will be $2 with
preschoolers admitted free. For
information call 1-901-642-3955.

Counselors needed for
international program
World Heritage, a non-profit
student exchange program, is seeking local area representatives to
volunteer their time and skills to
provide students from several countries including Germany, France,
Mexico, and the former Soviet
Union countries, with local program
support.
Community Counselors plan an
annual student orientation, meet
with the local high schools, provide support counseling for participants, screen potential host families, and meet with the 9xchange
students on a monthly basis.
Counselors also attend an annual training workshop and report

to the regional coordinator.
The ideal candidate should enjoy
fostering new international friendships, be community minded, and
enjoy working with teenagers and
adults. Community Counselors
spend an average of 1 to 2 hours
a week with the exchange students, and time and expenses are
reimbursed by the organization.
If you are interested in becoming involved in the World HerStudent
International
itage
Exchange Program or would like
to find out what other opportunities are available, contact Michelle
Deck at 1-703-518-5035 or at I800-785-9040.

Shop the Ledger
classifieds for the best
buys!
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Standard
72 pin memory
for $2.99 per
megabyte
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Computer Sales, Networks, and Service
Murray's Total Network
Solution Provider
1304 Chestnut St., Suite E
Murray, KY 42071

502-753-7001
http //www hawkinsresearch corn

Pictured are members of the 1973 class of Calloway County High School at the recent
25th reunion.
On Sept. 4 the girls of the class Burchett Gore. Paula Wilson Morcelebrated with a "Girls Night Out" ton, Margaret Hester Hasselrod.
at a cabin at Kenlake State Park. .Gwenith Crouse Wyatt. Vickie
Attending were Sharry Pierce Sanders Knight, Janey Kelso
Carlisle, Debbie Nance Griffin, Reynolds,
Marsha Ernstberger Prince, Becky
Darlene Oliver CM-fey, Joyce

Bring in this ad for a free microphone
or head set for your computer.(Si)

Buy Now - Don't Pay Till 2000*

The Kenlake Ladies Golf
League will play Wednesday at
8:30 a.m. at the Kenlake State
Resort Park Golf Course.
Anyone interested in joining this
group is asked to call Hazel Hill

at 1-502-354-6535.
Twenty-one ladies took part in
the golf league play on Oct. 14.
Donna Tucker and Barbara
Sloan were the winners of the day's
contest with the lowest score for

The Murray Independent and
Calloway County School Districts
are seeking persons interested in
serving as volunteer surrogate parents for students with disabilities.
Along with other selection criteria. interested persons should be
familiar with the education sys-

By The Associated Press
Carbonada Criolla
(Rich stew in a pumpkin, Argentina)
1 large pumpkin
Melted butter
Sugar
2 large onions, chopped
4 large garlic cloves, chopped
Olive oil
3 pounds chuck steak, cubed
1 pound tomatoes, peeled and
chopped
1 tablespoon tomato paste
3 1/2 pints beef stock
Bouquet garni
1 heaping teaspoon dried oregano
Salt and pepper
2 pounds sweet potatoes, peeled
and cubed
2 pounds white potatoes, peeled
and cubed
2 pounds raw pumpkin, cut in
chunks
2 cans sweet corn
12 canned yellow peach halves,

SAVE LIVES

tem, be willing to acquaint
him/herself with the child or youth
and his/her educational records,
be willing to be trained, and have
no vested interests in conflict
with the interests of the students.
Each school district appoints
a surrogate parent for a student
when one of the following con-

shell in the oven at 375 F. Leave
sliced
It for 30 mintfteS, or longer if the
Syrup from capned peaches
To prepare -the pumpkin, cut a walls are thick. But be careful not
lid from the top but don't remove to collapse the walls! You can use
a large casserole as a support for
the stalk.
Discard the fibers and seeds and the walls.
Add the sweet potato, potato and
scoop away the solid flesh, leaving a sturdy wall of pumpkin, being pumpkin to the saucepan and cover
careful not to pierce it. Measure with more stock. Return to a boil
Out 2 pounds of the pumpkin flesh and simmer for 20 to 30 minutes,
for the stew. Brush the inside with or until ...the meat is tender, the
melted butter and sprinkle lightly potatoes are cooked, and the liqwith sugar. Replace the lid and set uid is thickened with the dissolved
the pumpkin aside on a baking sheet. pumpkin.
Stir in the sweet corn and peachCook the onion and garlic in. a
little oil until soft but not browned. es and simmer for another 15 minTransfer to a large saucepan. Brown utes. Taste, correcting the seasonthe beef in the oil and add it to ing and adding a little of the peach
the onion mixture in the saucepan. syrup.
Remove the bouquet garni and
Add the tomatoes, tomato paste,
half the stock, the bouquet garni, discard. Ladle the stew into the
a little salt and plenty of pepper pumpkin and put back into the
to the meat and onions. Cover and oven for 10 to 15 minutes and
simmer until the meat is almost serve. Makes 6 to 8 servings.
cooked (about 1 hour).
At this time, put the pumpkin
Melt-in-Your-Mouth Pump-

All applicants will receive training and resources prior to being
assigned to represent a child or
youth'.
Any person who is interested
in applying or receiving more
information is asked to contact
Debbie Plummer at 762-7300, or
Judy Muehleman at 753-4363.

kin
' 1
3
1

Biscuits
1/2 cups flour
teaspoons baking powder
teaspoon salt
1/4 cup sugar
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg
1/4 teaspoon allspice
1/3 ,cup butter, cold
3/4 cup pureed pumpkin (cooked
or canned)
3/4 cup milk
Preheat oven to 450 F.
Sift flour into mixing bowl. Stir
in remaining dry ingredients. Cut
in butter with a pastry blender until
mixture is crumbly.
Stir in pumpkin and milk to
form a soft dough. Roll out on
floured surface to 1/2-inch thickness. Cut out biscuits with biscuit
cutter. Place on greased baking sheet.
Bake at 450 F for 15 to 20
minutes. Makes 24 to 30 biscuits,
depending on dough texture and
cutter size.

GIVE BLOOD

577111„„
Cuts Prices
SAVE
$40

NOW ONLY
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•ElastoStartim Handle
•2-1 -1 -LIFE-LIFE
•Top-Rated

502-898-7301 • 800-599-USEW
Hwy. 68 Reidland Near 1-24 Exit #16

ditions exist:
*There is no parent or one
cannot be identified;
*There may be a parent but
the school district cannot discover
his/her whereabouts;
*Or the child is a ward of
the state and parental rights have
been terminated by a court.

029Super Farm Boss 16"Chain Saw

•135 mph •377 cfm

Sew & Vac

Chris Holt. Ann Tynes, Helen
Roberts, Betty Hunt, Evelyn Blivin,
Susan Thetford, Freda Elkins,
Dotty Elliott, Nancy Burcham,
Indy Allen, Hazel Hill, and Lisa
Graven.

RECIPES

•25.4 cc •9.5 lbs

*WAC

the two person teams.
Other ladies participating were
Tina Andrews, Daisy Durham,
Anna Duke. Bobbe Manning, Mary
Madajczyk, Louise Parker, Caroline Holt,

Volunteer surrogate parents needed for students

11C75 Leaf Blower

Offer Good On All Pfaff Sewing Machines & Sergers

Underhill Duncan, Stacey Adams
Murdock, Janet Newberry Schecter,
Vickie Bailey, Susie Hall Lawrence,
Ginger Colson Norsworthy. Debra
Jones Goodman, Shirley Dunn Bar:
and Doriiida 'Starks Craig.

Kenlake ladies to play golf Wednesday

On the World's Largest Selling Chain Saws!

HAWKINS

HAWKINS
RE SE ARCH

The Calloway County High
School Class of 1973 celebrated
its .25th reunion Sept. 5 at Kenlake State Resort Park.
Attending the banquet on Saturday were the following:
Paula Wilson Morton, Dorinda
Starks Craig, Greg Williams, Paul
Outland, Dennis Crawford, Barry
Darnall, Mark Ferguson, Jewell
Puckett, Steve Bailey, Terry Orr,
Jerry Duncan, Larry Crutcher,
Danny Cossey, Rodney Burkeen,
Ronald Wisehart, James Jarrett,
Terry Turner, Kenny Lawrence;
Vickie Bailey, Stacey Adams
Murdock, Theresa- Parrish, Gail
Broach Cornelison, Debra Jones
Goodman, Marsha Ernstberger
Prince, Evie Erwin Paschall, Sabrina Tucker Karraker, Gwenith
Crouse Wyatt, Janet Newberry
Schecter,
Beverly Starks Turner, Margaret
Hester Hasselroad, Delores Hicks
Smith, Joyce Underhill Duncan,
Shirley Dunn Barrow, Ginger Colson Norsworttiy, Susie Hall
Lawrence, Becky Burchett Gore,
Sharry Pierce Carlisle, Janey Kelso
Reynolds, and Debbie NaliCe Griffin.

Chestnut St.,

1
•57 cc •3.5 ci
*3.8 bhp
•18" &20" bars
also available

STIHL ONLY

141e
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•IntelliCarbim
Compensating
Carburetor
'If you're a serious
wood cutter, this is
your saw!

017 14"Chain Saw
•30 cc •1.8 ci
•"Best Value" Home
MechaPix
Magazine'
'Lightweight; only
8.6 lbs
•STIHL quality at an
incredible low price

ONLY

9"

.
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r

025 16"Chain Saw
•44 cc • 2 7 cl
•3.0bhp
•Excellent mid-range
saw
'Lightweight; only
10.3 lbs
•18" bar also
available

NOW ONLY
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Wiccan vows to stay,fight
small town's fish symbol

Teachers: Smaller classes
equal more quality time

REPUBLIC, Mo.(AP) — There the edge of town that one door
are times, Jean Webb admits freely, down the neighborhood turns into
when she thinks of running, just an open field and then becomes
as far and as fast as she can from the woods.
this quiet little town that has become
The field, Mrs. Webb says, is
her personal hell.
where her children once played
The times when the phone rings for hours until people began paintand a caller lets loose with a string ing the huge rock there with grafof obscenities The times when a fiti accusing Jessica of being a
formerly amiable supermarket clerk devil worshiper.
sees her in line and closes the
They are words she said her
register. The.times when a neigh- daughter heard before, in school
bor stands outside and shouts that in Aurora, a rural town 15 miles
Mrs.. Webb. is a witch who will south that the Webbs left behind.
face eternal damnation for what She had been openly Wiccan there.
'she's done.
But when she arrived in Repub"There is a part of me that - lic she and her family decided not
would just love to pack and run," to mention her beliefs.
says this outgoing, 36-year-old
"We even considered attending
mother of two teen-agers who, in the Baptist church as a cover,"
fact, considers herself a witch.
she says now.
"But if I did that," she conMeanwhile, her children made
tinues, "all it would do would friends at school, and Mrs. Webb
send them a message. That if there landed a job at the local newswas any other minority they dis- paper,The Republic Monitor, where
like, all they would have to do is the flexible hours allowed her to
be nasty to them and they would care for her 61-year-old husband,
run."
who died Aug. 30 of emphysema.
- --And so Mrs,. Webb,. Who was The first she- heard of the disborn and raised a Baptist, mar- pute over the fish was when a
ried in the Baptist church and man came to the weekly newspathen, in her mid-20s, converted to per last February to complain that
the pagan faith Wicca, says she the ACLU was threatening to take
is in this fight for the long haul. the city to court because someShe won't run and she won't one had objected.
drop the lawsuit she and the Amer"He was very hyperactive and
ican Civil Liberties Union have filed the editor said, 'Just blow him
against this bedroom community off," she recalls. "He said this is
just west of Springfield for refus- not. an issue we're going to get
ing to remove the fish symbol of involved in."
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
from its city seal.
Christianity
But then she went to a ranCourtney
seniors
School
STUDY GROUPED: Murray High
battle she takes light- corous Board of Aldermen meeta
not
It's
Griffiths and Shannon Beddome work on their biology
ly, the curly-haired woman says ing where it was decided to keep
homework together as they prepare for the first day of
as she sits down to talk one recent the fish, an experience that moved
school after the intersession at Waterfield Library Sunday
day in a living room filled . with her to write an editorial opposing
afternoon.
candles, incense, stone tablets and the symbol.
this one is a joke, she says
Soon after it was published, she
with a chuckle — a witch's broom. says, she was fired, and she can
"I know how important the only assume it was over the ediichthus symbol is to some peo- torial and the controversy it stirred.
ple," she says of the small, sim- The newspaper declines to discuss
ple fish drawing that has graced her departure.
the city seal since 1990. It's as
On July 1, less than a month
symher
as
realizes,
she
important,
leaving the newspaper, she
after
BEERSHEBA, Israel (AP) — condition after the rush hour assault, bols are to her.
the plaintiff in the suit
became
A Palestinian man hurled two hand and many soldiers were among
belong
don't
symbols
such
But
the ACLU. A trial is
by
brought
grenades at a crowded Israeli bus the wounded. The alleged assailant on a government seal, she says, probably a year away, said ACLU
station this morning, injuring at was wrestled to the ground by adding that having the fish there attorney _Dick Kurtenbach.
least 64 people during a critical passers-by in the Negev desert is not only a violation of the conIn the meantime, she said, she
point in a Mideast peace summit town of Beersheba, 50 miles south stitutional separation of church and hasn't been able to find another
of Jerusalem. He was in custody.
in Maryland.
-taken
Benjamin state but also a signal that Repub- job, and her daughter has
Minister
Prime
Two victims were in serious
that she
school
at
Chrisonly
where
town
much-abuse
so
a
is
lic
Netanyahu said in a statement in.
is being schooled at home.
are welcome.
response lo the blasts that he would tians
other
and
Boatright
Doug
Mayor
not seal an agreement on a West
She is suing, Mrs. Webb says,
supporters of the symbol say it
Bank troop pullback unless the
not for the money or the attenfoster
to
there
placed
never
was
Palestinians meet their security oblionly to reflect the tion but because she believes she
gations and do more to prevent discrimination,
community's deep commitment to is right.
terror attacks.
She reluctantly accepted a plaque
values.
"It is up to the Palestinian religious
last week from the ACLU, which
it
her
for
says
Webb
Mrs.
But
Authority to fight terror in both
has become a symbol of hatred praised her courage. Then, when
v,ord and deed," he said.
in a town of 6,000 people that she took it home and hung it on
The Palestinian Authority said
and her family moved to three the wall, Jessica told her she was
she
the attack harms the Palestinians
ago because everyone seemed proud of her.
because it gives Israeli hard-liners years
"Do you have teen-age daughnice.
so
an excuse to try to hold up a
ters?" she asks a reporter before
.her
Ed,
husband,
late
her
She,
troop withdrawal. The statement,
I4-year-old daughter, Jessica, and saying goodbye."Do you know how
issued by Tayeb Abdel Rahim, sec16-year-old son, Jeff, settled hard it is to get one of them to
her
retary general of the Palestinian
tidy new house so much on say that?"
a
in
Authority, did not condemn the
attack outright.
Sheik Ahmed Yassin, founder
of the Islamic militant group Hamas,
stopped short of claiming responsibility, saying only that "what
happened this morning is part of
our continued resistance to the occuHOBART, Australia (AP) — Tasmania.
pation of our land."
The burials came after a resHamas has threatened to carry Rangers buried about 100 pilot
operation that began Saturday
cue
strugrescuers•
after
today
whales
out terror attacks in Israel to avenge
ended today with a final
afternoon
of
pods
save
to
days
for
gled
Israeli
by
fugitives
two
of
killing
the
whales that beached themselves on eight whales moved into deeper
month.
last
soldiers
Are you looking for more from your Senior
water. A spotter plane found no
Checking Account than just free checks?
other strandings or any pods close
to land, officials said.
Well, we'll give you the free checks too, but
Experts remained puzzled as to
we'll also give you a lot more! In fact, this
why the whales blindly returned
photo was taken during one of our Prime 50
to deadly shallows off the island
Austria.
to
time
group trips...this
state south of Australia.
For The Best Prices In Town!
Rescue efforts were continualSpecializing In Dean & General Tires
ly frustrated over the weekend.
With the United Commonwealth Bank
Grounded whales were freed from
New & Used
Prime 50 Checking Account you can expect
shallow water and moved back
out to sea only to become beached
premium interest rates with many other perks,
-0000
762
at another section of the I2-mile
including product savings and free travelers
stretch of coast.
401 N. 4th St.• Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

And not every one agrees that
LEXINGTON. Ky. tA131—
smaller
classes are worth the' cost.
mentary school teacher Pam Dunn
research agrees that small
Most
fewer
—
equation
says it's an easy
pupils equals more quality time with classes in the early grades — vith
15 or 16 students — make a distheir teachers.
difference in student achievetinct
her
in
children
With only. 15
ment.
classroom. Dunn said she's able
It's not as clear whether stuto teach more. while the pupils
are affected by decreasing
dents
misand
more
learn
are, able to
classes from 30 to 20 students,
behave less.
"I really know the kids and as California did in a $1.5 billion
when I teach something. I know effort started in 1997 for early
whethzr they have the concept or grades.
The most famous study started
not." Dunn said. I'm really excitin 1985, when 7.000
Tennessee
in
do."
can
we
what
ed about seeing
Dunn and other teachers at Har- students in 79 schools were split
rison Elementary are part of a between regular-size classes and
Fayette County pilot program to those of 15 to 17 students.
Tracking them ever since,
create smaller classes at four elefound that students in
researchers
mentary schools.
learned more and
classes
small
the
comes
problem
But the tougher
better after they
do
to
continued
eduof
much
how
out
figuring
in
classnormal-size
to
returned
were
cation's precious resources should
es.
that
experiment
be. used on an
The study found a special benrequires massive expansion of both
the teaching force and the class- efit to minority students and urban
schools-.
rooms they work in.
But other studies, of slightly lar.gthat
stimated
e
study
Otte-nAtiontil
have found. improveclassro9ms,
er
size
class
reducing
significantly
dramatic.
less
is
that
ment
could cost as much as $350 per
has caps on
already
Kentucky
student. In Kentucky, that could
students in pri24
—
size
class
million,
$226
run close to
grades, 28 students in grade
"It is very Costly in terms of, mary
students in grades5 and 6.
29
staff and the need for additional 4.
in grades 7-12.
31
and
assisHeine,
space." said Cindy
Districts may choose to budgtant director of the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence. et for smaller classes, and some
"So we need to be strategic about rural or independent districts may
have small classes by virtue of
which classes are reduced."
Smaller classes are supported population density.
In Paintsville Independent, for
by teachers spread too thin by too
many students and by parents who example, the average class size is
want their children to get more 20, and some classes have hovered around I I or 12 students.
individual attention.
"We have a lot of parental interClass size is the center of Pres- .
ident Clinton's recent education est in small classes," said Superplatform. which hailed it as the intendent Lonnie Morris. "We
answer to better achievement and believe it's a real strength."
Henry County decided to start
less school violence. Last week,
he got congressional funding for a 24-to-1 student-teacher ratio at
100,0(X) new teachers toward this all its schools this year because
of a belief in smaller classes, said
aim.
But the change comes with a Superintendent Robert Wagoner.
But Wagoner is hesitant about
hefty price' tag.
For example, Fayette County endorsing any statewide attempt
used $300,000 in surplus money, to lower class size. In his district,
and several grants. to ensure that - he wouldn't need money just for
no class in kindergarten through teachers. He would need lots more
third grade at Harrison, Arlington, to build additional classrooms.
"Suddenly the price tag is in
Johnson and Russell has more than
the stratosphere," he said.
16 students.,
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One hundred whales buried
after beachings in Australia

checks and notary services. You'll even receive
a newsletter tailored to your interests to inform
you of special trips, seminars and events.
We're always planning something...a pot luck,
birthday lunch, day trip or the annual gala. So
if you're looking for more from your Senior
Checking Account, check out United
Commonwealth Bank!

SEE WHO'S
THE BEST...
PUT US TO
THE TEST!

YES!
WE INSURE
CITY HOMES...

P-

Our services Include
•Local & Long Distance Haulin
•Sate, Secured Storage Facility
.24 Hour Emergency Service

Our Senior Program is bigger and better than
ever before...and it's here to stay!

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
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Water quality plan needed
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Landowners of 10 acresr mom
need to complete a Water Quality Plan. The Agriculture Water
Quality Act was passed by the
Kentucky General Assembly in
1994.
Main purposes for the act are
to protect surface and -groundwater resources from pollutants from
agriculture and silviculture activities.
The definition for 'agriculture
under this act is, "any farm oper; includation on a tract of 'ails
ing all income producing improve-ments and farm dwellings, together with other farm buildings and
structures incident to operation and
maintenance of the farm, situated
on ten contiguous acres or more
of land used for agriculture or silviculture devoted to meeting the
requirements and qualifications for
payments to agriculture programs
under an agreement with the state
or federal government."
Silviculture is "that part of
forestry that involves growing and
harvesting trees,"
With these definitions, all peo-
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AGRICULTURE UPDATE

GERALD CLAYWELL
Extension Agent,

,

pie farming more' than 10 acres
or anyone who owns at least 10
acres will have to have a Water
Quality Plan.
The Stitewide-Agn—culiire Water
Quality Plan is based upon six
Best Management Practices including crops, livestock, farmstead, silviculture, streams and waters, and
pesticides and fertilizers.
Landowners and individuals
involved in farming operations have
the obligation to access their situations and develop this plan before
Oct. 23, 2001. By this time, the
plan must be fully implemented.
So, producers and landowners
need to be thinking about this
Water Quality Plan and start devel.

oping this while there is still some
time. Remember, in order to receive
any government programs, this plan
musts be implemented.
Technical assistance is available
for producers and landowners
through the Cooperative Extension
Service, Natural Resource Conservation Service, Farm Service
Agency, Kentucky Division of
Water, Waste Management,Forestry
and Conservation and Department
of Health Services.
Information and brochures are
available at the county extension
office. If you need further assistance, please give me a call at
(502) 753-1452.

Nominations needed for FSA
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Producers and other eligible voters are asked to nominate candidates of their choice by Oct. 26
for the Calloway County Farm
Service Agency (FSA) committee
election ballot.
The FSA county committee election will be conducted from Nov.
20 to Dec. 1 by mail ballot ESA,
an agency of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, administers farm
commodity and conservation programs for producers and makes-farm
ownership and operating loans.
Calloway County producers have
the opportunity to nominate persons they feel would best serve
their farm community on the FSA
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county committee. Producers may
request and receive nominating petitions forms from the county office.
Producers need to remember
that, to be valid, petitions must be
limited to one nominee each, must
include written certification that
the nominee is willing to serve,
if elected, and must be signed by
at least three eligible voters in the
local administrative area. Also, the
petition must be received in the
FSA office by the Oct. 26 deadline.
Eligible voters may circulate or
sign nominating petitions for as
many candidates as they choose.
Anyone wishing to nominate a

farmer for the county FSA committee election may contact the
county office for details, including eligibility requirements.
Producers should petition for
and elect those individuals they
feel would do a good job as an
FSA committee member. FSA committees are essential in the administration of farm programs and
welcome all valid petitions.
The opportunity to nominate,
vote, and be elected to office is
guaranteed to all producers regardless of race, color, religion, national origin, age, sex, marital status
or disability.

State looking at milk support changes
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.(AP) —
Massachusetts officials want a
regional milk-pricing commission
to provide small New England
dairy farms with more money by
cutting benefits to larger farms.
Nearly all of Massachusetts'
dairy farms are small or mediumsized, with the average farnir
milking 67 cows.
"We're saying that as a matter
of public policy we should be
helping the small family farms
rather than the big guys," state
Agriculture Commissioner Jonathan
Healy said Friday.
Farmers receive payments from
the Northeast Interstate Dairy Compact based on the amount of milk
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they produce. Because the larger
farms can produce more milk, they
get more of the money. About
two-thirds of the milk produced
in the six New England states comes
from one-third of its dairy farms,
according to Healy.
The compact was established
by Congress and the states in 1996
to ensure that New England dairy
farmers get at least a minimum price
for their milk, even when market
forces pay below that level.
Under Healy's proposal, all
farms would get a flat payment
no matter how much milk they
produced. The payment would be
based.on the average monthly production of 95,000 pounds of milk
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Custom Cabinets
6 Woodworking
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•Kitchen Cabinets
'Office Furniture &
& Vanities
Entertainment Centers
•Solid Surface Countertops

by an average-sized New England
dairy farm with 70 cows.
Ken Becker, director of ,the
compact commission, said the
Massachusetts representatives put
their proposal forward earlier this
month.

502-759-9672

or all your heating &'
cooling needs...

SSEt
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Serving the area
with Honesty &
Experience

Owned &
Operated By

my commitment to personal service, and Grange
Insurance can safeguard everything that's
important in your life.

INBURANCE
yap, partner in protection

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
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Pet Grooming Service
by.
Professional Groomer, Paula Campbell

By Appointment Only

_

(502) 753-6749

Open Monday
thru
Friday 8-5

4100 Westside Veterinary Service
1271 Robertson Rd. South, Murray

ORE BENDING!

Rakes and Picks

9307 State
Rt. 94E
Murray

No one likes to think about insurance, but everyone needs it. So Whether it's
Auto, Home, Business or Life Insurance you're looking for, you owe it to
yourself to call me and find out how my experience,

901 Sycamore, Murray

may also emit dangerous levels of toms without a fever, or develop
carbon monoxide as can .exhaust headaches, fatigue, nausea, dizzy
fumes from cars or small engines spells, confusion or vomiting, susleft running in an enclosed area pect carbon monoxide poisoning.
*Should you suspect a probsuch as a garage, he said.
evacuate the area immedilem,
are
some
tips
Piercy
Here's
offered to help avoid the risk of ately and call a qualified service
person to check equipment.
carbon monoxide poisoning:
*Install a UL-approved carbon
*Have only qualified service persons work on fuel burning appli- monoxide detector in your home.
ances in the home, trailers- or They are readily available and cancamper. A properly adjusted burn- provide an early warning against
er produces less carbon monox- deadly carbon monoxide buildup.
ide.
*Check chimneys, stove pipes
and vents to assure proper ventFloods. Hurricanes. Tornadoes.
ing of gases to outside the home.
Rescues at sea International
Older furnaces can develop cracks
peacekeeping missions. Whenever
in the heat exchanger and vents
there's a need, the National Guard
can become blocked.
and Reserve responds. But only
*Watch out for signs of sootwith the unselfish support of
thousands of employers like you.
ing from burners, fuel odors or
excessive moisture on windows
THANKS FOR MAKING US YOUR BUSINESS.
which could signal that combustion gases are accumulating in the
home.
*If you develop flu-like symp-

753-9911

Trust Me To
Protect Everything That's
Important To You.

KY

Wintertime can harbor a silent
killer. Carbon monoxide gas can
build to lethal levels without warning in homes that use gas or wood
heat sources that are not properly installed or maintained.
"This colorless, odorless and
tasteless gas is a byproduct of
combustion. PeOple can and do
die from exposure to this gas,"
said Larry Piercy,-extension agricultural engineer with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Common sources of the poisonous gas include gas and fuel
oil furnaces and water heaters that
are not properly adjusted'or vented. Gas clothes dryers, ranges and
ovens that are not properly adjust
or an oven used as a heat source
of the home can also provide dangerous levels of the gas," Piercy
said.
Unvented gas and kerosine
heaters not properly adjusted or
which are used in confined areas

24 hr. Emergency

KYLICM03400

David R. King

Carbon monoxide a deadly killer

Also specializing in
commercial, refrigeration
& cooking equipment,
window & mobile home units

Glenn
Cossey

301 Andrus Drive • Murray

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

ON FIRE: A tobacco barn on Wiswell Road last week joined eight others this season as casualities of fire. Farmers are encouraged to keep a close eye on their barns to prevent their
crop from going up in smoke.
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Insectarium offers fun,learning
Philadelphia Insectarium? Explain
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Five• year-old Andrew Belcher was about
to eat a worm, hut he dropped it
on the floor before he could pop
it in his mouth.
"You don't want to eat • that!"
Christi Cullen warned.
The young museum guide fished
out a new cheese-covered worm
and handed it to him.
"Tastes like- a cheese doodle,"
Andrew said.
Cheese-covered meal worms are
one of many treats awaiting bravehearted, strong-stomached visitors
to The Philadelphia Insectarium.
If it creeps, crawls, stings or bites,
you'll probably find it here.
Some of the specimens in the
6,000-square-foot museum are aliye
in natural habitats. The rest weren't
so lucky. They're mounted on the
walls.
Part zoo, part museum,the Insectarium has • been delighting children and grossing out their parents since 1992. It's owned and
operated by a.man who has made
a career of killing bugs: Steve
Kanya of Steve's Bug-Off, an exterminating company housed in the
same building.
Kanya opened his museum after
he noticed children stopping to
look at his catches of the day -a motley collection of rats, mice
and insects he put in the window
to attract business.
His museum workers are old
bug hands.

yelbout gt

Read

by _Susan 3ineman
probably not as pretty."

"When I was young I was
always the one out digging in the
dirt,and picking up worms and
saying,'Ooh! Look at this!" Director Maureen Kennedy said.
This month, the museum is
showing off insects from around
the world, including bugs that look
like ordinary tree leaves and insects
so ornate that they are worn as
living jewelry in Mexico.
Visitors are allowed to touch
many of the dead bugs from Africa,
Asia and Australia.
The star attraction is a most
unpopular visitor — the American cockroach. In the museum's
"Cockroach Kitchen," thousands
live amid linoleum and wooden cabinets in a glass display case.
The museum aims to teach children that insects do more than
sting, bite and annoy; they're a
vital part of the ecosystem: Termites dispose of fallen trees, millipedes stir up dirt to make room
for the plants and bees and butterflies pollinate flowers.
"Without bugs the world would
be very different," Ms. Kennedy
said. "It'd be a lot dirtier, and

Use information from the story
to answer the follow.ing questions:
I. What is on display at The
Philadelphia Insectarium?
2. Why do you think that the
Insectarium is described as "part
zoo, part museum?"
3. How did Steve Kenya get
the idea of opening a museum
filled with bugs?
4. How are dead insects exhibited in the 6,000 square foot space?
5. The museum is currently, featuring insects from around the
world. Name two interesting facts
about these specimens.
According to the story, which
bugs are visitors allowed to touch?
7. Why do you think that "Cockroach Kitchen" is the most popular attraction at the Insectarium?
8. In what way do millipedes
help the ecosystem (community of
plants and animals)?
9. What does director Maureen
Kennedy mean when she says that
without bugs the world would
"probably not (be) as pretty?"
10. Would you like to visit the

PICK-A-PET:
The place in which an animal
normally lives is called its habitat. Suppose that you wanted to
keep one of the animals listed
below as a pet. Design a natural
habitat for the creature. Include
things that the animal will need
to survive. Does your pet eat bugs?
TURTLE, IGUANA, FISH.
SNAKE. HAMSTER
Answer Key: (Wording may
vary)
1. All kinds of bugs are on
view at the Insectarium.
2. Answers will vary.
3. Kanya decided to open a
museum after he noticed that children liked to look at his catches
of dead creatures.
4. In the Insectarium, dead
insects are mounted (set for display) on the walls.
5'. The museum is showing off
bugs that look like leaves and
fancy (ornate) insects that are worrr
as jewelry.
6. People touring the museum
may touch dead bugs from Africa,
Asia and Australia.
7. Answers will vary.
8. Millipedes are a vital (important) part of the ecosystem because
they make space in' dirt for plants
to grow.
9. Answers will vary.
10. Answers will vary.

Vigils held Three die in
for victim hotel shooting
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
As thousands across the nation
ATLANTA (AP) — Three men
mourned the beating death of a were found shot to death, execugay University of Wyoming stution-style, early Sunday in a room
dent, Amy Bates said the tragedy
at an upscale downtown hotel.
already has changed her life.
A maid discovered the bodies
"I think it starts with breaking
in a room on the 24th floor of
the silence, not being afraid to
the. Atlanta Hilton & Towers, said
let your voice be heard in everyC.B. Jackson, deputy police chief.
day life," she said.
The victims had been forced to
She was among about 400 peothe floor and shot in the head —
ple who gathered in Nashville on
probably at pointblank range, he
Sunday night to hold a candlesaid.
light vigil for Matthew Shepard,
"The evidence on the 'scene
21, who was found tied to a fent* appears to show that it was an
post outside Laramie, Wyo. He died
execution-style event," said police
Oct. 12, and two men have been
Maj. Mickey Lloyd. "We're lookcharged with murder.
ing at narcotics as a possible motive,
"We must fight against hate
but we're not closing the door on
crimes of all kinds. But tonight
anything at this point."
we must be radically honest —
Authorities had not verified
Matthew is dead because he was
names of the Vietims. Lloyd said
gay," said Lloyd Lewis, associate
the three dead men were not
dean at Vanderbilt University
thought to be college students or
Divinity School. "Matthew was1 tourists.
brutally murdered, and we were
"I want to stress that this was
all violated."
not someone coming in off the
Similar vigils were held in more streets of Atlanta and killing three
than two dozen cities where mournpeople," Lloyd said. "It's a terriers called for 'laws to protect
ble thing to have happened, but I
homosexuals against bigoted
don't believe all the security in
attacks.
the world could have prevented
"We don't have to know anyit."
'thing about Matthew," Leni Browtt
On Sunday afternoon, guests —
said at a vigil in Plainfield, N.J. many convention goers — con"What we do know is that a brave tinued to check in and out of the
young man lost his life because 28-floor hotel where the rooms
he was different. The people who average about $200 a night as
killed him couldn't accept that."
police conducted their investigation.

Impeachment furor last century featured charming woman
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP)
— More than a century before
Monica Lewinsky became the
woman some feared might finish
a president, an attractive young
sculptor named Vinnie Ream was
blamed for saving one.
Ream was 20 years old in 1868
when she became the focus of a
smear campaign by a Republican
faction claiming she'd persuaded
Sen. Edmund Ross, R-Kan., to
cast the deciding vote against the
ouster of impeached President
Andrew Johnson, a Democrat.
"They blamed her because.they
said she had used her wiles is a
woman to influence Ross," says
Missouri state archivist Kenneth
Winn, who is writing a book about
Ream. "It's somewhat murky as
to what she actually did, but Republicans certainly felt she had influence."
Ross was a boarder in the Ream
family home. The families had
known each other in Kansas, where
Vinnie's father was a surveyor
before taking a government job in
Washington.
Rumors had been following his
daughter since at least 1866, when
she became the first woman and,
at IS. the youngest person ever

BILLS
DEBT

CASH!
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $110/mo
to

awarded a federal commission. She
was paid $10,000 to sculpt a 'marble statue of the slain Abraham
Lincoln — an honor critics asserted had more to do with charm
and political connections than artistic ability.
That same year, Ross arrived
in Washington and moved in with
the Reams, just as a faction of
the GOP known as the Radical
Republicans was taking off after
Johnson. They felt the new president, a Tennessean, was being too
soft on the defeated Confederacy.
To pressure the president, Congress passed a law requiring him
to get Senate consent to dismiss
appointed officials. When a deli:
ant Johnson removed Secretary of
War Edwin Stanton, the House
impeached him for "impeding the
will of Congress."
The president went on trial in
the Senate, where Radical Republicans assumed that Ross would side
against Johnson.
But Ross refused to disclose
his position, and rumors arose that
Ream, believed sympathetic to Lin-

coin's successor, was trying to
sway the 40-year-old senator's vote.
Winn cites contemporaneous
accounts that described Ream as
a charmer with a gleaming smile.
She stood just 5 feet tall and
weighed little more than 90 pounds.
Photographs show dark flowing hair
and dark eyes.
On the evening before the vote,
Republicans sent an emissary to
the Ream home to determine where
Ross stood. Daniel Sickles, a Johnson foe since the president removed
him from a military posting in the
Carolinas, was also regarded as a
ladies man who might charm the
protective Ream into letting him
see Ross.
Ream managed to put Sickles
off for hours, serving tea and even,
singing for the one-legged Civil War
veteran; Winn says. At various
times, she whispered with someone behind a door, believed to be
the reluctant Ross.
Finally, the frustrated Sickles
asked Ream if she knew Ross'intentions. She reportedly told him the
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descendant who spent a decade
going through documents, including letters Ream wrote and congressional records, to write "Labor
of Love, The Life and Art of Vinnie Ream."
Republicans branded her a
"female lobbyist," then a sly bit
of innuendo directed at women
whose favors politicians sometimes
traded among themselves. The
House voted to evict her from her
Capitol studio where she had
worked two years on the Lincoln
statue.
Ream fought back, and some
sympathetic reporters took up her
cause. The New York World wrote
about the. eviction campaign under
the headline"How Beaten Impeachers Make War On Women."

"This was a 20-year-old woman
who knew how to manipulate men
with lots of power," Winn says.
"Vinnie had a clear idea what she
wanted to be and what she wanted to do."•
Her unlikely savior was Republican Rep. Thaddeus Stevens of
Pennsylvania, who had led the
fight to impeach Johnson. He con- .
vinced lawmakers just before his
death that Ream should be able
to keep working in her studio.
The statue was unveiled in 1871
in the. Capitol Rotunda, where it
stands today.
Ream died in 1914 at age 67
and is buried along with her husband, Richard Leveridge Hoxie, a
longtime Chief of Army Engineers,
in Arlington National Cemetery.
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As Sickles left the house at 4
a.m., he told Ream, "He is in
your power and you chose to
destroy him."
Ross cast his "not guilty" vote
later that day and a week later
wrote to his wife: "Millions of
men are cursing me today, but
they will bless me tomorrow. But
few knew of the precipice upon
which we all stood."
Ream and Ross steadfastly
denied any impropriety, but Ross'
national career was doomed.
Kansans voted him out. Years later,
he became territorial governor in
what is now New Mexico.
The young sculptor was stunned
by the political furor swirling
around her, says Glenn V. Sherwood of Longmont, Colo., a Ream
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Racers start
big, hold on
to beat EKU
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By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor

RACERS 28, EKU 21
E. Kentucky

RICHMOND -- Denver Johnson's '40th birthday had all the
essentials: excitement, suspense and
a happy Lotting.
Even better, the celebration took
place at somebody else's expense.
Johnson's Murray State Racers
bolted to a 21-0 lead in the first
quarter, then withstood an Eastern
Kentucky rally for a 28-21 Ohio
Valley Conference win Saturday,
keeping MSU in the OVC race
and casting out the demons from
the previous week's loss at Middle Tennessee.
"They told me that this was a
tough place to play, and I see
why," Johnson said. "I thought we
were ready to play today."
With the win, Murray State
improved to 5-2 overall and in a
tie with Middle Tennessee and
Tennessee State for second place
in the OVC at 3-1.
Eastern, meanwhile, fell to 33 overall and likely out of the
conference race at 1-2. The loss
marked the first time since 1966
the Colonels, under coach Roy
Kidd, have dropped back-to-back
conference games at home and the
first time ever, at Roy Kidd Stadium, which opened in 1969. It
also broke a streak of 24 straight
homecoming wins at EKU.
"A loss here could have been
an end to -our hopes of winning
the OVC," said Johnson, whose
team is idle Saturday. "I 'thought
that whoever won the league would
have a loss, but I didn't know if
anybody could win it with two
losses."
While the Racer offense was
on fire early, the defense turned
in a steady performance as lineman Devarrio Carter recovered two
Colonel fumbles and MSU relentlessly chased Eastern quarterback
Jon Denton, who was sacked five
times and finished with minus-69
yards rushing on 13 attempts.
"Every game we try to get after
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MSU drops
EKU 28-21
Murray State defeated Eastern Kentucky 28-21 in Ohio
Valley Conference action Saturday in Richmond, spoiling
the Colonels' homecoming.
(Top photo) Racer receiver
Joe Perez looks for running
room against a pair of EKU
defenders. (Photo at right)
Wilbert Smith, who rushed
for two touchdowns, uses a
Darrin LeFever (61) block to
his advantage.
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New York crushes San Diego 9-3
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Wonder
no more why these New York
Yankees are so special.
From the very first inning, El
Duque & Co. demonstrated for all
— particularly the Padres — how
they've won 123 games and staked
their claim as the greatest team
in baseball history.
Orlando Hernandez dominated
on the mound,.Bernie Williams
and Jorge Posada homered to lead
a relentless attack and Yankees
fielding sparkled Sunday night in
a 9-3 romp over San Diego for a
2-0 lead in the World Series.
After winning Game 1 by playing home-run derby, the Yankees
showed off their whole potent
package in Game 2. The Padres
never had a chance, with rookie
Ricky Ledee's RBI single making
it 7-0 in the third and chasing ill
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Yankees up 2-0
starter Andy Ashby.
That was more than plenty for
Hernandez, the Cuban defector who
floated to freedom less than 10
months ago and helped save New
York's season with a win in Game
4 of the AL championship series.
Exactly a year after his younger
half-brother, Livan Hernandez,
pitched Florida past Cleveland in
Game 1 on his way to becoming
MVP of the World Series/the quirky
El Duque shut down San Diego
on one run in seven innings.
By the time Posada's two-run
homer in the fifth made it 9-1,
the sellout crowd of 56,692 was
going crazy while several Padres
players were standing with heads
down and hands on hips.

The Padres face a tough task
in trying to regroup for Game 3
on Tuesday night at San Diego.
David Cone will start for New
York against NLCS MVP Sterling
Hitchcock, a former Yankees pitcher — of the previous 44 teams to
take a 2-0 lead in the Series, 33
have won the championship.
San Diego's best opportunity
came in the first. Tony Gwynn
got his fourth hit of the series
and Greg Vaughn walked, but right
fielder Paul O'Neill made a leaping catch as he crashed into the
wall on Wally Joyner's drive for
the final out.
From then on, it was all Yankees. Williams hit his ninth career
postseason homer and Ledee, a

rookie playing with exceptional
poise, enjoyed his second straight
night of getting two hits and a
walk.
Actually, Ashby could have had
a 1-2-3 bottom of the first with
any luck. But on a night when
he had a sore throat and felt poorly, he got no help.
Chuck Knoblauch's foul pop
was dropped near the screen by
sliding catcher Greg Myers — it
was correctly ruled no play —
and then the leadoff man exemplified the Yankees' patience at
the plate, drawing an eight-pitch
walk.
One out later, O'Neill slapped
a grounder at three-time Gold
Glove third baseman Ken Camithti. Despite having plenty of time,
Caminiti rushed his throw and it
was too high for Joyner, an error
that enabled Knoblauch to score.
Chili Davis and Scott Brosius

;:

Murray State

7

0 14 0
First Quarter

;.;
7—

28
21

-

MS—Smith 1 run (Miller kick). 12.44.
MS—Valenti 12 pass from Denton (Wier
kick), 7:11
MS—Siyins. 71.zuci Willer
249•
Second Quarter
EK-80g95 25 pass from Denton (Brown
kick), 10:28

EK—Durham 2 run (Brown kick). 6 54
Third Quarter
MS—Smith 3 run-(Miller kick; 230
Fourth Quarter
EK—Bannister 12 pass from Denton (Brown
kick), 4:06
A-17,200.
MSU
17
First downs
Rushes-yards 29-173
238
Passing
Comp-An-Int 17-29-2
32
Return Yards
04-42
Punts-Avg.
1-1
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards 4-36
Time of Poss 24- 12

EKU
21
40-034
325
23-34-0
43
06-34
3-2
5-36
38-52

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Murray St., Bivins 11-91,
Smith 13-75, Manning 2-5, Linville 1-4,
Fuente 2+2); E. Kentucky, Durham 1663, Logan 9-24. Menendez 1-15. Butler
1-1, Denton 13+69)
PASSING—Murray St.. Fuente 17-29-23R2: E. Kentucky, Denton 22-33-315-0,
Durham 1-1-10-0.
RECEIVING—Murray St., Tillman 5-80.
Perez 4-66, Valenti 2-29. Boykins 2-26,
Linville 2-17, Moore MD. W.arfield 1-10:
E. Kentucky. Bannister 7-115. Brenneman
4-67, Boggs 4-62, Menendez 2-38. Butler
2-25, Denton 1-10, Towns 1-10, Logan 15, Durham 1-(-7)."
the quarterback and we were able
to today with our front four and
the defensive backs making plays."
said Carter. a transfer from Michigan State.
Johnsoh played the role of
weatherman at the game's outset.
deferring the opening kickoff and
kicking with the win at the Racers' backs.
Murray State was unstoppable
in the opening quarter as Wilbert
Smith scored on a l -yard run.
Justin Fuente passed to Mike Valenti for a 12-yard score and Justin
Bivins broke loose, on a 71-vard
score to stun the estimated 17.200
•See Page 2B

SCHEDULE
TODAY

SOCCER
added RBI singles and even though
District tournament -- CCHS
all three runs were unearned, they
*Mayfield vs. Graves (boys) -- 5:30
counted. The Padres even looked
vs. Graves (girls) -- 7:30
the
of
out
•Mayfield
last
the
getting
shaky
inning, when second baseman QuilTUESDAY
vio Veras dropped Posada's line
SOCCER
drive and/1We a poor throw bareDistrict tournament -- CCHS
ly in time.
Williams' tWo-run homer high*Marshall girls vs.
lighted a three-run third. Tino Mar- - Mayfield/Graves winner -- 5:30
tinez and Brosius, who each had
'Murray boys vs.
three of the Yankees' 16 hits, sinMayfield/Graves winner -- 7.30
gled to set up Ledee's RBI sinWEDNESDAY
gle in the third.
it
and
Ashby.
for
That was all
SOCCER
Brian
reliever
until
wasn't
District tournament -- CCHS
Boehringer pitched a scoreless "Calloway boys vs. Marshall -- 5:30
fourth that Padres pitchers retired
*Calloway .girls vs. Murray -- 7:30
even two batters in a row.
THURSDAY
Hernandez, meanwhile, set down
middle
10 straight batters in the
SOCCER
innings. With his navy blue socks
District finals CCHS
pulled high, his unusual array of
*Girls -- 5:30
motions and pitches tamed hitters
*Boys -- 7:30
who had never faced him.

49ers, Young nullify upset bid from Colts
By DENNIS GEORGATOS
AP Sports Writer

f
c

SAN FRANCISCO(AP)— Peyton Manning came of age as a
quarterback, only to be outdone
by ageless Steve Young.
The 37-year-old Young, throwing and running with the abandon
of a rookie, passed for two touchdowns and scored on fourth-quarter runs of I and 23 yards as the
San Francisco 49ers averted the
Indianapolis Colts'- upset bid 3431 Sunday.
Young also led the 50-yard drive

ending in. Wade. Richey's 24-yard
field goal with five seconds remaining, giving the 49ers (5-1) their
only lead of the day.
"Steve played his tail off to
us into position and all I did
get .
vWs kick pretty much in extra
point for the win," Richey said.
Added 49ers coach Steve Mariucci: "It came down to (Young)
winning it for us. ... Peyton Manning is very, very good. They have
a bright future. We were happy
to get out of it with a win."
Manning,the top pick in the draft
who came in with a league-high

14 interceptions, tied a Colts rook- right there at the end with a chance
ie record with three touchdown to win," Mora said. "That's why
passes, connecting with Marvin they're- the best team of the last
Harrison on scores of 61, 6 and 15-20 years." .
Young finished 33-of-5I for 331
4 yards. He finished 18 of 30 for
for his sixth straight 300yards
yards.
231
"I see major strides in Peyton," yard game.
"If it's a record, hey, it's great,"
Indianapolis coach Jim Mora said.
Said. "It's kind of what.,
Young
going
"He's a young guy who's
we're going for — not the records,
to be something really special."
But Young, who also set an but the performance."
With San Francisco trailing 31NFL record by throwing for more
led a 91 -yard drive.
than 300 yards in a sixth straight l.
(Thishing it with a 1-yard' bootleg
game, was not to be denied.
"You fight 'em and fight 'em with 9:58 left. A pass interference
and fight 'em, and they're always call on Jeff Burris set up the first-

and-goal play. A had snap led. to
a missed extra point.
In a vintage scramble ending
San Francisco's next possession,
Young broke two tackles en route
to,a 23-yard touchdown run, pulling
San Francisco to 31-29.
"Once you get .up a head of steam
and put some people .on their back
at the goal line, you'Might as well
try to take it in.- Young said.
It was Young's. 40th career TD
rushing. tying Jack Ketttp's NFL
record for touchdowns rushing by
a quarterback. •
Then, Young gonnected tor the

2-point,conversion on a pass to Jerry
Rice. who earlier tied Art Monk's
career record by catching a pass
in his I-83rd straight game.
The drive to the w inning field
goal was aided by a - 27-yard pass
interference on Tyrone Poole. one
of a series of calls that hurt the
Colts 1 - ).
-We did a lot of thing a lot
better 'today All I wanted to do
was give my team a chance to
win.- Manning said. .
Mora said the Colts, who had
I() perialtic in all. ,were also hurt
by - ad calk
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Tech tops UTM
in OT; TSU
bombs SEMO

immeoltimmleam-

MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) — Michael
Peeples hit Bnan Jackson with a 24yard touchdown pass in overtime
Saturday to give Tennessee Tech a
31-24 victory over Tennessee-Martin_
Tech (2-4, 1-3 Ohio Valley Conference) forced the game into overtime with 53 seconds left in regulation when David Collett kicked a 26yard field goal to tie it 24-24
Tennessee-Martin (0-6, 0-3) almost scored in overtime, earning a
first down on Tech's 15-yard-line.
Then Tech's Jerry Turner sacked
Marlin's John Repella for a 14-yard
loss. On fourth down. Repella failed
to connect with Wesley Moore with a
27-yard pass into the end zone, ending the game.
Tech went up 14-0 with two unanswered touchdowns in the first
quarter, one a Peeples touchdown
pass and the other a 10-yard run by
Jerome Tillman. Marlin came back
with a field goal by Eddy Winslow
and a touchdown run by Repella to
get within 14-10 at the half.
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(Top photo) Murray State's Devarrio Carter (68) pressures
Eastern Kentucky quarterback Jon Denton Saturday. Carter
recovered two fumbles. (Right) Murray State's Justin Bivins,
who rushed for 91 yards. including a 71-yard touchdown.
tries to break free

IIRacers...
From Page 10
fans on hand.
"I felt a lot of the momentum
-and field position for the game
would be determined in the first
quarter," Johnson said. "We knew
we didn't want to start off the game
having to punt into the wind, because that would have been a factor."
Smith, who scored on a 3-yard
run later in the game and finished
with 75 yards on 13 carries, said
the Racers tried to forget last
week's 35-14 loss at Middle in
preparation for Eastern Kentucky.
"Everybody agreed that we
would just put the Middle game on
the shelf and just take them all one
game at a time,- he said. "And in

the first quarter today. everything
clicked. We had good practices all
week and it continued on into the
game."

in the fourth. The Racers drove to
Eastern's 9 before Fuente was intercepted in the end zone.

"After we got up 21-0 the deplayed well and stuffed
fense
As expected, though, Eastern
fought back, cutting the score to. them," said Fuente, who completed
21-14 by halftime. Colonel quarter- • 17 of 29 passes for 238 yards and
back Jon Denton passed to An- two interceptions. "In the second
thony Boggs for a 25-yard score half we didn't do much offensively
and Brian Durham scored from two but hurt ourselves, but we were
able to execute early and put points
yards away in the second quarter.
"It didn't matter when our points on the board."
Eastern cut the deficit to 28-21
came; we just wanted to be able to
add them up at the end and to get with 4:06 left in the game as Denmore," Johnson said. "We gave ton passed to Alexander Bannister
Eastern a big hill to climb early, but for a I2-yard score.
they went about climbing it pretty
Murray State then fumbled the
good."
ball away at Eastern's 43 with 2:30
After Smith's second score remaining. Eastern, driving for a
made it 28-14, Murray State had a potential game-tying score, drove
chance to put the game away early to MSU's 29 before Denton was

sacked by Kenneth Knotts for a 14yard loss then threw incomplete on
fourth down, sealing the MSU victory.
"We didn't want to go to overtime," said Racer linebacker Chris
Vaughn. "We had the lead the all
game, but they probably would
have had the momentum in overtime if they had come back to tie it.
We wanted to win it in regulation
and just get off the field."
Murray State totaled 411 yards,
with 238 passing and an improved
173 rushing. Bivins led the Racers
with 91 yards on 11 carries.
Eastern totaled 359 yards, but
with Denton's sacks had just 34 net
rushing yards. Denson completed
22 of 33 passes for 315 yards.
"We got some,pressure on Denton, but he handled it well," John-

son said."He did a good job scrambling and made some great throws.
"We were fortunate to win; we
had to battle every play," Johnson
added. "I'm proud for our guys.
They responded the right way, and
now we go into the open week with
a win."
Following this Saturday's open
date, the Racers host Tennessee
Tech Oct. 31 at 2:30, visit Eastern
Illinois Nov. 7 at 1:30, and host
Tennessee State Nov. 14 at 1 before closing with non-conference
Indiana State Nov. 21 at 1:30.
"We just want to keep our season going as long as we can,"
Vaughn said. "We've had kind of a
slogan this week, 'Turkey or
postseason.' We know we can't
win the OVC with two losses, so
we still have to finish this season."

Tennessee State 38, Semo 7
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.(AP) —
Leon Murray threw for two touchdowns and ran for another as Tennessee State routed Southeast Missouri State 38-7 Saturday
The Tigers (4-2 overall. 2-1 Ohio
Valley) rolled up 526 yards of total
offense, while the Indians managed
366 yards,
Southeast Missouri (3-4, 2-3)
took an early lead when Riki Smith
ran 64 yards for a touchdown on the
second play of the game, but after
that it was all Tennessee State.
Murray, the NCAA Division I-AA
leader in total offense, completed 9of-22 passes for 227 yards and had
262 yards in total offense. Murray
threw an 83-yard bomb to Michigan
transfer Tyrone Butterfield.
KaRon Key had two touchdown
runs from 18 and 7-yards for the Tigers. and Arcenta Broome had a 49yard touchdown run.
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Kentucky stuns LSU 39-36 Gordon takes race
to revive postseason bid
By MARY FOSTER
AP Sports Writer
BATON ROUGE. La. (AP) —
By the time Kentucky finished with
LSU. the Tigers were not only
beaten, their season was in shambles. Preseason predictions of winning the Southeastern Conference
sounded hollow and early-season
rankings as high as No. 6 seemed
badly misguided.
Kentucky (5-2. 2-2), with Tim
Couch engineering, had five touchdowns and 573 yards in offense.
kicking LSU off the Top 25 and
probably out of the SEC race.
• "I never thought we'd be 3-3,"
LSU coach Gerry DiNardo said.
"But we are and there's not too
much we can do about it until we
/come back and either get better or
worse."
The 39-36 loss to Kentucky, an
II-point underdog. knocked LSU
off the Top 25 for the first time this

LSU had fallen to No. 11
after losing to Georgia and 21st after falling to Florida.
Kentucky also all but knocked
LSU out contention for the SEC
West title. With its third straight
loss, all in the conference, the Tigers(33. 1-3) now trail co-leaders
Arkansas and Mississippi State,
both 3-0 in the SEC, by 2 1/2
games with four to play.
LSU -plays Mississippi Saturday
and Arkansas to close out the season. The Tigers also have Ole Miss,
Alabama and Notre Dame left on
their schedule.
"Every game is important," LSU
quarterback Herb Tyler said as he
sat at his locker, nursing bruised
ribs with a bandage covering a cut
on his chin. "You've got to win
every SEC game no matter what.
We can't quit on this team."
Tyler shook off four sacks and
game-long pressure. passing for

season.

Do you have a neat
holiday yard decoration?
If so, give us a call to be
included in our Fall Decoration Photo
Essay. Deadline is Oct. 23.

Call 753-1916 Ext. 27

two touchdowns and running for
three to rally the Tigers to a 36-36
tie with 5:25 remaining.
But Tyler's gutsy performance
was overshadowed by Couch's
command of the game. Couch completed 37 of 50 for 391 yards and
three touchdowns. He hit receivers
in stride, throwing short and long
successfully. He changed plays at
the line. And he caught LSU's defense out of position.
"We're right were we want to
be," Couch said after the game.
"This is really big. It keeps our
dreams of a major New Year's day
bowl alive."
The turning point came when
Couch gave Kentucky's dreams
new life with the score tied at 36
and just 1 minute and 57 seconds
left on the clock.
It looked like the game was
headed for overtime as Kentucky
called two running plays deep in its
territory. But on third-and-15 from
the 21, Quentin McCord ran 46
yards on an end around to set up
Seth Hanson's game winning field
goal. It was LSU's fourth SEC loss
in the past six games in Tiger Stadium

By JEFF SHAIN
AP Sports Writer
DAYTONA BEACH, Ha.(AP)
— Unlike the past three years, Jeff
Gordon is taking all the suspense
out of the Winston Cup championship.
• By holding off hard-charging
Bobby Labonte to win Saturday
night's Pepsi 400, Gordon virtually
assured that he'll clinch his third title in four years before the season
finale at Atlanta.
It's the kind of killer instinct
that often marks a dominant era. If
Gordon can carry his momentum
through one more week, he will
have the championship with two
races left.
"We can't change the Way we're
doing things," Gordon said after his
11th victory of the season and 40th
in only six years on the circuit.
"We can't say the Championship is
ours yet."
That is likely to come soon,
however. Saturday night's rain-delayed win increased Gordon's lead
to 358 points over second-place
Mark Martin, a virtually insurmountable advantage.
As long as Gordon finishes
among the top 32 in each of the final three races, he'll win the title.
He's missed that only once this
year. finishing 37th in June's Pon-
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LUNCH TIME
TUESDAY-NOON
Racer Club
Sirloin Stockade

Open to the public lunch
with Racer fans and review
MSU's Saturday win vs. Eastern

DINNER TIME
THURSDAY - 6:30 PM
Weekly Radio Show
Pagliai's Restaurant

162-4895
FOR TICKET INFO
Good Seats
Available
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Next Horne Came
Oct. 31
Tn. Tech
2:30 p.m.
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tiac Excitement 400 at Richmond,
Va.
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP)
Since then, he's never been out
— Murray State defensive end
of the top five — a stretch of 17
Kenneth Knotts was named the
races. In 13 of those events, he has
Ohio
Valley Conference Defenfinished first or second.
sive Player of the Week.
That's dominance.
Knotts, a 6-foot-4, 270-pound
"We've got him. It's like the
senior,
had eight tackles — increw
Jordan,"
Bulls have (Michael)
cluding three for 24 yards in
chief Ray Evernham said. "He
losses — a pair of sacks, and
makes the difference. Somebody
a fumble in Murray
forced
else could win in that car, but not
victory over East28-21
State's
it."
the way he does
ern Kentucky.
If Gordon earns 12 more points
than Martin next week, the champi-.
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."

David King

901 Sycamore
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/9ew York Giants 34. Arizona 7
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Atlanta 31 New Orleans 23
Minnesota 41, Washington 7
San Francisco 34. Indianapolis 31
San Diego 13 Philadelphia 10
Miami 14 St Louis 0
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Monday's Gems
New York Jets at New England 720 P —
Sunday, Oct. 25
Atlanta at New York Jets. 12 01 pm
Battimore at Green Bay, 1201 pm
Minnesota at Detroit, 12 01 pm
New England at Miami. 12 01 pm
San Francisco at St LouiS. 12.01 pm
Tampa Bay at New Orleans, 12 01 pm
Chicago at Tennessee 305 p.m.
Cincinnati at Oakland. 3 15 p.m
Jacksonville at Denver. 315 pm
Seattle at San Diego. 315 pm
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anapolis. New
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Monday, Oct. 26
Plisburgh a( Kansas City. 720 pm

State Auto
Insuratu

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low
rates, attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service
Call us today!

411, .010

Knotts
gets honor

•Harmonic Stress Relief•Massage
•Body Shampoo•Hot Lotion
•
In-home, hotel or office by appointment.

Call Today 759-9555
HRH:9 a.m.-II p.m.
301 Maple St.• Downtown • Murray
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Sheriff's Sale of 1976 Dodge Pickup
Truck, sold to best and highest bidder.
Ten Percent of price due upon sale.
remainder due upon title issuance. Sale
Date: November 4, 1998, 9:00 A.M.
on the steps of the Calloway County
Court House. To view vehicle, call
753-0170.

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-free local claim service'

BIBLE message 759-5177.

020
Notice
ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center.
502-753-5323.

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

Do you want a career/ Do you want to earn $50K+ per year/
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none'? I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
have these qualifications. I would very much enjoy talking to
you. and explain the benefits our company has to offer

Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
Call for directions if needed. No resume please
I hire people, not paper. E.0,E.

CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.
MACHINE Quilting. Regular size, $31.50. Murray
Sewing Center. 753-5323.
PET Portraits by artist,
Cindy Vaughan. Call 502767-0079 after 6pm.
ROY'S HOME
MEDICAL
"We're the Home Town
People" in Home Medical
Equipment. 604 South
12th St, Murray, (Inside
Walter's Pharmacy).
753-7565.
WANTED: Crafters for
craft show Nov. 7th & 8th,
Ft. Campbell, KY. For into
call 931-358-0473.
060
Lost and Found

PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS

irray
East-

_037 Black Lab in campus area. If found please
call 767-0795.

CELEBRITY is Breaking Through!

Home Time every 7-10 days!
Great Miles - Paid loaded or empty!
Vacation, insurance, 401K.
All Conventional Trucks
Call Walter 1-800-925-5133

BULK Mail Production Assistant. Sorting, traying,
metering. Driving & lifting
required. Apply in person
at: Automated Direct Mail,
87 Spruce St. #8, Murray.

.IFE

Dial-A-Service

355

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

mmona,
833
833
500
333
DOC

ATTENDANTS needed for
massage. body shampoos,
& hot lotion application fulltime & part-time. Earn
$500+ per week. No experience necessary. Will
train. Apply at: Murray
Men's Club Salon & Spa,
304 Maple St, Murray.
759-9555.
AVON
Earn extra money for
Christmas now,
1-888-669-6820.
Ind/S1s/Rep.
CARPENTERS &
Laborers
H&G Construction Co is
accepting resumes for experienced carpenters & laborers. Please send resume or write work history
to: Carpenter/ Laborer.
P.O.Box 8409, Paducah,
KY 42002-8409. No phone
calls please. EOE.
CONGENIAL person with
computer experience for
real estate office. Bring resume including expected
income to Century 21 0
University Square, 12th
St., Murray.
CUSTOMER Service Representative. Work directly
with customers & coordinate all aspects of bulk
mailing jobs. Estimating,
consulting, and planning.
Computer experience required. Bulk mail knowledge & customer service
experience helpful. Send
resume and/or letter of ap
plication to: Automated Direct Mail, 87 Spruce St,
eB, Murray, KY 42071.

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
Complete Formal Wear Headqua
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INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

J

Does Your Policy Pay 100'
of the Deductibles?

41=iie
Over 25 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
A
A
A
A

Rentals begin at $29.99
Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear
Social Invitations by Carlson Crat and McPherson
Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding

Court Square West
Pans, TN 38242
i1i642-53OO

Weddings, Proms
and Banquets.

304 Main Street
Murray, KY 4207:
15021753-130o

Completely Mobile

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $760 on Part A, $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

David's Cleaning Services

121 Park 119 Sell

"We Specialize in Cleaning'

121 By Pass

Vinyl

Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Bnck

David Borders

Phone (502) 759-4734

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Alignment & Complete Brake
Service, Struts and Shocks etc
Mon.-Fri. Edmon Jones, Owner
7:00-400
(502) 753-13.51

Bubbles & Bark
Pet Grooming
502-489-2761

Etimme
,

CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR
Agriculture/ Animal Health
Technology, Murray State
University. Position to begin November 1, 1998.
Qualifications; B.S. in
Animal Health Technology
and have one year of clinical and/ or laboratory experience. Teaching experience is preferred. Responsibilities; Primary
duties will involve laboratory instruction in hematology, parasitology and blood
chemistries. In addition,
the candidate will be expected to participate in
university
community/
service and research. Application Deadline: October 30. 1998. To Apply
Submit cover letter, resume, and the names, address and phone numbers
of three references to: Dr.
Terry Canerdy, Department of Agriculture, Murray State University, PO
Box 9, Murray, KY 420710009. Murray State University is an equal education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer.
DOLLIES
World Class Men's Club
now hiring entertainers.
Earn $1,000 plus per
week. Managers, waitresses & door persons
also needed. Work for the
Call
around.
best
(901)247-3965.

FULL-TIME legal assistant
for small law office. Prior
legal experience & knowledge of WordPerfect a
HIRING daytime, all posiplus. Salary commensutions, & nighttime closers. rate
with
experience.
Apply in person at Wen- Please send resume to:
dy's, Murray between PO Box 1040-H, Murray,
2pm-4pm, ask to speak to KY 42071
Val or Mel.

DIAL - 753-1916
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Next To Hickory Log

Commercial Waste
Disposal
Alt Types of Refuse service
1-800-58541033

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

330
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390
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440

Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease
Commercial Property
Rots & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boatgo& Motors
Services Offered
Utility Trailers
Free Column
570 Wanted

460
470
480
4-85
490
495
500
510
520
530
550
560

Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060
Help Wanted

CANCER
INSURANCE

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

VISA

445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

CALL FOR INFORMATION

060
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Yard Sale Prices
1x2 ad
$7.50

010

SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"

AP)
end
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:fen-

Advertisers are requested to cneck tne
fIrst insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will tie responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be r•-, (le

Deadline
Day & Time
Fri. 11
Fri. 3
Mon.3
Tues. 3
Wed. 3
Thurs. 3

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday Saturday

320 Apartments For Rent

ADJUSTMENTS

300 Business Rentals
•
310 Want To Rent

160 Home Furnishings

Legal
Notice

7
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Just Say "Charge It"

165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes Fof Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling

Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

Publish Day

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.
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Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

Foreman
LANDSCAPE
wanted for local landscape
nursery. Must have experience managing a crew of
3-5 people. Carpentry &
mechanical skills would be
helpful. Pay is commensurate with experience. Send
resume to: PO Box 1040K, Murray, KY 42071.
LOCAL Independent pharmacy needing full or part
time help. Must be mature
and responsible and able
to work mornings. Experience helpful but not necessary. Send resume to
PO Box 1040-0, Murray.
KY 42071.
CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR
Agriculture/ Animal Health
Technology, Murray State
University. Position to begin November 1, 1998.
Qualifications; B.S. in
Animal Health Technology
and have one year of clinical and/ or laboratory experience Teaching experience is preferred Responsibilities; Primary
duties will involve laboratory instruction in bacteriology. serology. & virology. In
addition, the candidate will
be expected to participate
in community/ university
service and research. Application Deadline; October 30, ,1998. To Aoplyi
Submit 'cover letter, resume. and the names, address and phone numbers
of three references to: Dr.
Terry Canerdy, Department of Agriculture, Murray State University, PO
Box 9, Murray, KY 420710009 Murray State University is an equal education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer.
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Help Wanted
Technician
MEDICAL
(C.M.T.) needed for busy
physician's office. Must
possess strong computer
& office skills. This position
will be part-time, approx.
12-16hrs per week. Must
be available to work
9:30am-2pm
Mon-Wed.
Send resume to: PO Box
1040-Y, Murray, Ky 42071.
NAIL Tech with Supplies.
Work your own hours.
Very busy location. Call
753-0093 or 759-0505.
NOW accepting applications for laborers and light
industrial workers. Apply in
person at People Lease.
Inc., 1406E, N 12th St.
Murray, at the Village, next
to Gains Plymouth Jeep.
NURSES Aide, PRN work
as needed/ all shifts. Not a
full time job. Must be flexible & dependable. Prefer
experience, but will train
mature person who enjoys
working with the elderly.
Pleasant
atmosphere,
good working conditions.
Apply in person, Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580.
TEXAS REFINERY CORP
needs mature person now
in MURRAY area. Regardless of training. Write B.C.
Hopkins, Dept. S-42071,
Box 711, Ft. Worth, TX
76101-0711.
THERAPEUTIC
Recreation Specialist/
Certified Activity
Director
Green Acres Healthcare is
currently seeking an experienced professional to direct the activities program.
This individual could be a
Recreation
Therapeutic
Specialist, Certified Activity Director, or an Occupational Therapy Aide. Competitive salary and benefits
available. Please apply in
person to: Tracey Gray,
Green Acres Healthcare,
402 W. Farthing St, Mayfield, KY 42066. 502-2476477. E0E, M/F/D

HONEST dependable iady a
wanting to do houseclean
ing. 4892127.

For assembly. Apply in person or call:

100
Business

Oppoilunity
WORK From Home. Mar
kets in herbal, botanical
Swiss skin care, cosmet
ics, nutritional products
Mercedes car bonus. Un
limited income. Call Pam
Perry, 502-522-8758.
130
For UM
or Trade
SEASONED Firewood
(502)-436-5455
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all. Call 753
9433.
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th, Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques. We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3633_
WE are looking to buy
mostly Pre- 1970 toys, robots, cars, trucks, play
sets, dolls, anything considered. We also offer Internet Service to sell all
kinds of items Top pnces
from all over the world
Check out rates, best in
the area, Call Kerry or Judy 502-759-3456.

Hamilton Ryker
908-C S. 12th St.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray. KY 42071
759-0650

ASST. DINING ROOM
SUPERVISOR
Captain D's in Murray, KY is now interviewing for an assistant dining room
supervisor.
and or retail experestaurant
Previous
rience is preferred.
Must be outgoing, have a pleasant
personality and good people skills.
We offer opportunity for advancement,
meal policy, paid vacations, scholarship program. Major medical available.
plus other benefits.
If you want to be a part of our team.
please apply at:
Captains D's
700 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY
Between 2-4pm
Equal Opportunity Employer

SALES CAREER
We Offer:
• Excellent Base Salary

150
Articles
For Sate

5HP Super Tomahawk
chipper, $475 753-7934
leave message
ASHLEY wood stove with
glass front & blower. Large
included
board
brick
$275. Call 753-5382 or
753-2842, Ask for Lisa
ATTENTION
p Hunters & Outdoorsmen.
Huge Sale on dog supplies, hunting clothing &
thousands of items to
choose from. Kenlake
Tennis Center, Kenlake
State Park. Oct. 15th-25th
Come on down, you won t
be disappointed.
CABLE TV
15 Years of
Descramblers,
Lowest Prices' Shipped
Experience.
COD. Toll free
Will sit with
888-572-6310
FLOOR furnace. 45,000
sick or elderly.
btu propane. Packard Bell
computer, 362- 5x II. EpCap 762-0154
LO 510 printer & work
or 759-8061 ask son
station. 489-2234.
FOR Sale:
for Brenda.
14X28 Portable building
Have referVinyl siding, finished inair,conditioner
side.
needed.
ences if
porch. $6.000. 489-2042
FOR SALE Princess &
B&G Cleaning Service
Erin Ty Beanie Babies
Spring Cleaning. Church- Call 492-8566
es. Offices. Homes Call LEER topper. red. fits
for appointment, 753-9188 Dodge Dakota extended
or 1-901-644-9849
cab. 64X80 Good condiafter tion $350 obo Call 474&
CHILDCARE
school drop offs available 8340 after 6pm. Please
leave message
Meals, snacks included
LIKE new Bob Marshall
Almo area. 753-9077.
CHRISTIAN mom offers flex saddle. $800
753-2905
your child TLC in her
PETS, PALS &
home. Reasonable rates,
PUMPKINS
references available
Is now open during Octo759-9090
CLEANING houses is my ber. 3 30pm-6 30pm weekbusiness., Reliable Call days, 8am-6pm Saturday,
12pm-4pm Sunday Come
Linda. 759-9553
by for fall decorations and
ERRAND SERVICE
let the kids play with our
Not enough time to get it
animals or walk through
all done? Let us run that
errand for you Shopping. our maze Hope to see
you soon 94 East, look for
pet service, home check
signs
Call 436-5372, Mon-Fri

•

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

• Monthly Bonus Incentive
• Company Car
• Paid Business Expenses
• Established Territory
• Excellent Training
We are Looking For:
• Pattern of Success
• Prefer College Degree
• Dynamic Sales Personality
• Western Kentucky Area
MAIL RESUME TO
AMERICAN FIDELITY ASSURANCE
1225 Robertson Road North
Murray, Ky 42071
or Fax Resume To 502-767-9839

'

American Fidelity
Assurance Company

A member of the American Fidelity Group

An Equal Opportunity Employer MfF/DN

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT.
Development. Murray' State University.
Position to continue through duration of comprehensive fundraising campaign estimated to
last 30 months.) QUALIFICATIONS: College
degree and minimum three years. secretarial
experience: excellent communications, public
relations, time-management and self-directed
work skills required. Ability to work in fast..
paced environment and interact with high-level
professional leadership. Ability to maintain confidentiality is important. Typing, word processing, computer systems and skills essential.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Manage comprehensive capital campaign office, create and maintain files, schedule and greet visitors, answer
phone. schedule on and off-campus meetings.
create correspondence. maintain budget records
and reports and keep campaign schedule on
track. APPLICATION DEADLINE:pct. 30.
1998. TO APPLY: Send resume and threeiletters of reference to: Roger Reichmuth,
Development, Murray State University. P.O.
Box 9. Murray'. KY -12071-0009. Equal education and employment opportunity. M/F/D. AA
employer.
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160
Home Furnishings

150
Articles
For Sake
washer,
PRESSURE
3.000 PSI, 13hp, Honda
electric start cart & 25'
hose $995 Day 7531844. Night 753-7687
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal Cut to length
Covers 36 inches. many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

2PC i, ving room group
$14 95 wk Call 753-4663
group,
BEDROOM
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
OAK roll top desk. $500
753-7934, leave message
SELL, Buy, Consign preowned, good used furniture & accessories
753-2733

2 BEDROOM duplex AT
1402-B Duigiud Dr. all appliances. furnished including washer & dryer Owner
managed. 753-0697 days,
759-1928 nights.
2BR Apt 908 Hillwood Dr,
$325/mo 2BR Duplex
1300-A ValleywOod Dr,
$375/mo. 759-4406
2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave,
w/d hook-up. No pets
$420/mo, Security deposit
492-8393,
2BR duplex, 'economic
heat pump, all appliances
furnished, carport, outside
storage. No pets, deposit
required. Call 753-7947 or
753-3778.
2BR duplex, Northwood
Dr, appliances furnished,
central tVa. No pets_ Lease
& deposit required. 7537185.
2BR upstairs apt, water &
garbage paid. $250/mo
plus deposit. Call 7538355 between 8am-5pm
M-F. •
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
.9kfurcentral h/k_applianc
nighed, $475/mo, 1yr
lease. 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, central gas h/a, apfurnished.
pliances
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
3BR apartment at 703 S.
4th St, good condition,
new carpet. refrigerator &
stove furnished. $300/mo
with $300 deposit. 1 year
lease. Call 436-2935 or
753-0839,

VERY good Massey Ferguson tractor 175 diesel
wibushhog. grader box
blade, factory front end
loader good tires. p/s,
$7.000 firm Case 530
Backhoe, good condition.
good tires, diesel $7500
753-2905
Firewood

Appliances

Antiques

PORTABLE Sears wash
ing machine 436-2769
REFRIGERATOR. $125
759-0986
WASHER & dryer set
$19.95.,wk Call 753-4663
WHIRLPOOL clothes dry
er. $65 759-1965 weekdays

CLEAN, restore finish on
your fine furniture without
strippino James Antiques,
'53-8850

FIREWOOD for sale 492
8266
FIREWOOD, delivered
474-9712
FIREWOOD 436-2687 after 6pm
Musical

8F7 international wheat &
small seed drill $500 7537934 leave message

mi

Mrs. Ann
Reader & Advisor

MELVILLE Clark piano
$500 753-7934 leave
message
PIANO for sale 492-6138
VIOLIN. 435-4121 after
5pm

-I A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
Marriage. and Love Affairs
:i!Eiring Your Problems to Me-I will Help Solve
1'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be

1.! give advice on Business

Don't Compare Me With Imitators
I

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday

I

Bring Ad In For Discount

I

For Appointment Phone
(502) 767-0508

208 S. 12th Street
Murray. Ky. 42071

I

11.

Crossed1Vires?
No Problem!
Call thp

Tech Support
Specialist
Justin Crosser

r Computer Repair, Upgrade, Traininc
& Installation

(502)759-8662•(502)853-3967
1709 College Farm Rd , Murray, KY 4'2071
•

14X60, 2br, 1 bath on rent
ed lot Price Reduced
753-2791.
14X60, 2Br, gas h/a.
Coleman RE. 753-9898.
1985 14X70 3br, 11,2 bath,
near MSU. On rentedlot.
753-9866.
-1988 28X56 SOUTHERN
Hospitality, 2-3br. 2 bath,
fireplace, wood siding,
shingle roof, lake area.
With double lot or 9 lots.
Days 753-8841, 436-2538
after 6pm.
1989 SUNSHINE 14X76
2br. 2 bath (garden tub),
extra clean. Must be
moved, 435-4305.
1995 16X80 3br. 2 bath,
gas heat, stove, refrig,
dishwasher, washer, dryer,
underpinning, 8X10 &
10X27 deck. 436-5977 call
for appt,

ALPINE
)ockrord**gab.

clarion'
IP,Pt CO 411. IL-11 C30 II CI

Tapes
CD's

Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

103 S. 3rd • Downtown Murray
753-3621

•Quality bedding at affordable prices
*Come see what you've been niissiiig
•Mattress sets starting at $169.''-

4

"STOP"

1 Why Pay Higher Prices
Lia2 On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Sales

2BR. S250/mo. 753-6012.
26-R. 2 bath. Rent to own
in Grogan's Trailer park.
Central h/a. Coleman RE.
753-9898.
2BR, stove, refrigerator.
Plus storage building. No
pets. $225 plus deposit.
437-4386.
3BR, 2 bath in country.
$350/mo plus deposit.
753-8995.
- COUNTRY living east of
Dexter, 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
lease & deposit required.
395-5332.
DOUBLEWIDE 7mi east of
Murray. Call Linzy Beane.
436-2582.
FOR rent. 2br, 2 bath mobile home. 4300/mo. $300
deposit. Or for sale:
$10,000 or $1,000 down.
take over payments. Near
college. Call 901-642-9847
ask for Heather for more
information.
FOR rent: 14X16 mobile
home, deposit required.
492-8723.
SMALL doublewide.
753-6012.

Rental and

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low. low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

Register For Classes Nov.'
Offering theerleading
Classes
Beginners-Adsanced For
Boys & Girls Ages 3 & p
Call now for scheduling

Instructor: Marty McBride
87-A Spruce St., Murray • 502-759-2355

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
cOrriParlies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnellInsurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray,

KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

STORAGE

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex. central h/a, fully appltanced, %vid hook-up,
carport, clean. $560/mo
plus deposit, lease. Crystal
Brook Ln. 759-5477.
VERY roomy 2br. 1 bath
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central gas
h/a, $550/mo. 1yr lease, 1
mo. deposit. No pets 7532905.

Business Rentals

Office Space
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
DOWNTOWN office space
available. Rent from $95 to
$150/mo, including utilities Call Greg McNutt
753-4451.
OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center 753-4509. 753-6612

BUILDING
FOR RENT
at 214 N. 15th St.
On Campus-MSU
Call anytime at
753-6111

Apartments For Rent

BEDROOM in beautiful
home. Share large living
room, kitchen, & bath, w/d,
satellite tv. $225 utilities
included. 753-9211.
room
SLEEPING
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

1 BEDROOM Apt for rer,
close to college $250/mo
753-9562 ask for Tina
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
1BR apt. all appliances.
w/d included $325/mo.
Call Mur-Cal Realty.
753-4444.
'BR Diuguid Dr Call Coleman Realty 753-9898
'BR nice, furnished, cen-.
*ial:h/a, tub shower, nearly
rrew, taking applications.
pets .Laundry on site.
5320/mo plus deposit 11/2
t;Iocks to MSU 436-5685.
3BR downstairs apt No
pets S400/mo, deposit
5353 121 S 489-2296

4
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753-3853

CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
$20-$40/mo
Shoney's
759-4081

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536
Wave Runners
Storage $25/mo.

Cunningham
Auto Repair
Call tor details

340
Hotta.* For
2 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required.
753-4109.
2 BEDROOM 8 miles
north Wind Drive 325/mo.
plus deposit. 753-8582.
2/ 3BR house. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
2BR, 1 bath, electric heat,
stove & refrigerated furnished, $500/mo. No pets.
753-2905.
2BR, 1 bath, w/d hookup,
refrigerator,
stove,
$350/mo. 753-9636.
3BR house in family neighborhood, central gas heat.
$650/mo lease & deposit
required. 753-9621 after 5.
BEAUTIFUL home with 2
full baths, large country
kitchen, 3br, laundry room,
fenced yard, stove, refrigdishwasher.
erator,
$550/mo. Call
901-642-0784.
Subdivision
KY
Lake
house for rent. 2br, living
room, dining room, kitchen, 2 bath, all appliances.
Lake access with boat
ramp. $475/mo, $400 deposit. 354-8009 after 6pm
LARGE 3br. house 4 miles
out on 641 South. City water. cable, $485/mo. plus
deposit. 492-8120.
SMALL house 753-6012

2204 Quail Creek In Gatesboro Subd.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

753-1916

Call Us Today!

753-6726
LAWN EQUIPMENT RENTAL (1
LANDSCAPE SUPPLY CENTER
• Mums
• Mulch
• Grass Seed
• Bulbs

40 ACRES, 7 miles east o
Murray, 11/2 mile road
frontage. for development
$1,800 per acre. Terms
753-4984.
5 TO 275 acres, owner financing possible Coldwater 489-2116 or 753-1300.
91/2 ACRES off 94E on
Highland Rd. $10,000
Firm. 502-437-3018,
460
Homes For Sale

753-5585

5 bedrooms, 32 baths, Colonial, 2 large great
rooms, study w/custom bookshelves, 3,500
sq. ft living space, 2 car garage w/workshop,
exercise loft, large storage. Great yard'
For Sale By Owner
"Under Appraised Value"
753-8276 Day or Night

•

ow'

EASTSIDE

CIII
&labile Home Leh For Rent

Various size suites

McBrides Gymnastic
Academy

NEWLY oe,ur,it,J
stairs apt 2 large rooms
plus kitchen & bath Water
heat & satellite TV furnish
ed. $360/mo
753-9211
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3
119 Main • 753-6266
4br house wiwasher & dry
C-STORAGE
er. furnished, near MSU
Inquire at 1210 Main St. 10x15 storage units, 4th St
E Next to
753-1252 before 5pm. & Sycamore
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-0606 after 5pm
753-3571
NOW taking applications
- for '1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Neon Beach
Apply at Mur-Cal ApartMini-Storage
ments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing OpportuniAl) Size Units
ty. 759-4984, TON 1-800Available
247-2510

3BR. central h/a, low utilities, walk to campus. 2
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696.
DUPLEX 2br. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
Northwood.
DUPLEX753-0900.
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, including w/d,
$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 mo
deposit, No pets.
753-2905.
efficiency,
FURNISHED
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
LARGE 2br, 2 bath apt,
furnished,
appliances
washer & dryer hook-ups,
low utilities. Near Aurora
on Hwy 68. $450/mo. Call
474-2774 or 354-8824.
MANOR
MURRAY
APARTMENTS: Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
Mon.-Fri.
8am-5pm.
Equal
(502)753-8668,
Housing Opportunity.
NEW 1 br apt, University
Heights, w/d, dishwasher,
stove. refrigerator. 1 yr
Lease, no pets. $325/mo.
753-4937 M-F, 8am-5pm.
ONE Efficiency Apt_ Partially furnished. No pets.
767-9037.

1/2 ACRE lot S100,mc
753-6012

rca

320
Apartments For Rent

Apartments For Rent

arm Equiprawit

• Aerators
• Spreaders
• Blowers
• Bulb Auger

••elor Si., Shopp•tig”

14014 Coldwater Rd.,

W
G
Boat Storage
& Mini Storage
New Units
All Sizes Available

Hwy. 94 E. Jct. 280
436-5075

753-6831

BUILDING on court square
Pans, TN. 2 story, 2,500
sq ft per floor 759-4713
Pets & Supplies
AKC Registered Fawn
Boxer puppies ready now
$150. Call 644-0043
AKC Registered Miniature
Dachshund puppies. Black
& Tan & Dapples available. 502-753-8506.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
MINIATURE Schnauzers,
AKC, black & salt peppers.
$200. Call 502-885-6153.

600

usitt Tacks

Boats &Motors
1994 17 ALUMAWELD
56"
bottom
w/ice
runners 1995 60hp Mercury wittier handle & power
trim trolling motor, LCR
depth finder & SS prop
drive-on trailer, $5804,
753-1844 days, 753-7687
nights

1997 F-150
Ford Lariat
Extended

ATTRACTIVE 3 bedroom,
2 bath, 2,160 sq ft brick
home with beautiful hardwood floors. Landscaped,
painted, lighting fixtures
6/98. Dishwasher, Ref,
6/98
included.
stove
Priced at only $95,500.
Must see, call 767-0735.
HOME in country secluded
setting, 3br brick by owner.
Low $70'5. 492-8299.
NICE 4br house on 2
heat,
electric
acres,
$49,500. Ten minutes east
of city. 753-9302.
ONE owner, 3br, 1 1/2
baths, 2 miles east of Murray. Hardwood and tiles
floors, woodbuming stove
in den, carport & 2 car garage. Priced in the $80'5.
For appointment to see,
call 753-0444.
REDUCED!
Southwest Villa home featuring 4br, 3 bath. Well laid
Out plan for family living.
Formal dining with hardwood
floors.
Parquet
floored entry. Priced at only $141,900. Call Kopperud Realty today for your
showing,
753-1222.
NLS#3001427.
REDUCED- 2 houses on
Metcalf Ln in North Villa
Subdivision. Red brick 3br
house, natural gas, all
appl. Beige brick house,
hot tub, large attic space,
3br, all appliances, landscape. 437-4783 or 7538237.

1994
DODGE
Ram,
96,000 miles, Iwb, new
tires, excellent condition.
Asking $10,000. Call
753-3705.
1994 FORD XLT Supercab, 28xxx miles.
436-5365.
1994 S-10 LS. 5sp, a/c,
black w/gray interior, new
tires. 753-1055 or 7534956 after 5pm.

1996 POLARIS Xplorer
300 4X4, front and rear ,
racks. Leave message
489-2927.
1996 YAMAHA Big Bear
HALEY Appraisals Bob 4X4, hardly used, mint
Haley, state certified
condition, hunter green
759-4218.
w/extras. Must see to apKOPPERUD Realty has preciate. $3,900. 759-1663
buyers waiting to purchase leave message.
homes-all once ranges. If WANTED: Pre 1976 moyou are thinking of selling torcycles. 931-320-0060.
contact one of our courteprofessional
and
ous
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
440
1976 OLDS 98, 2dr, 455,
Lots For Sale
needs main bearings &
crank. See at University
Tire. Best offer. 753-5945.

1985 BUICK LaSabre,
Limited Collectors Edition,
1 owner, loaded, good
condition, high mileage.
IN Saddle Creek (South- $2800. 753-4422.
west area) Very nice 1987 TOYOTA Corolla,
neighborhood, restricted
4dr, new tires & exhaust.
$18,500 753-2556
$1,500 obo. 436-5744
LARGE lot in Oaks Es- 1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
tates near golf course. ROYALE, 4dr, p/w, p/1,
cruise, tilt, white w/blue in753-5121 or 489-2922.
terior, garage kept, servNORTH WOOD
iced every 2500 miles,
BUSINESS PARK
1.25- 2.5 Acre lots for 105xxx highway miles.
business & light industry. Very good condition. No
City limits. All utilities. 753- dents, No dings, No
scratches. $6500. Call
1362 ext. 129.
474-8704

CROP acreage for lease in
Harris Grove area, Corn
just cut, Ready for wheat.
Land owner to get clear
third of crop proceeds.
435-4602, 559-8510
SECLUDED 5 acre farm,
3br home 1700 sq ft. work
shop, deck lots of extras
$89,000 obo New Concord, 436-5744

12' ACRES of wooded
and. Very private and secluded in Calloway county.
354-6062
14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract Properly located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property. review posted data, then please call
502-441-2253.
5 ACRES, nice building
sites, 10 minutes east of
Easy
$8,950
Murray
terms 753-9302

Wheel
if you
before
for Is:
credit,

Noi

A-1 Tree Professionals
tree
Stump
removal,
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.
Al Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal, tree
raking,
spraying, leaf
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment. Free estimates_ Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

II NI
buildi
flow.;
start.
Mt.
home

October Special!
Wiggins will pay all sales tax
through the month of October.
Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
4 lane

Fro
24
He
Tro
Tro

2 miles N of Murray on 641 (across from Memorial Gardens)

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Metal Roofing
1995 POLARIS 4X4 4wheeler, 425 magnum reduced to $3,200 obo
436-5744

3 BAY garage with roughed in upstairs on 3 wooded
lots. (502)474-8441 after
6:30pm.

1 & 2 ACRE lots 8 minutes
ram town. City water, ca
blevision now & gas soon.
package
Land/ home
available. 502-437-4838.

1997 YAMAHA Waverunner, 1200cc used 8hrs.
$5,600 obo Must sell
436-5744.
FALL Special! 1994 Ebbtide 190 bibwrider, priced
well below book, 4.3LX V6
Merc 10, stainless prop,
Bimini with complete snapon enclosure, matching
trailer, 1 owner. $8,995
obo. Phone 753-1323, after 4:30pm phone
753-5763
530

great, looks great. 1,
great. Must sell
though. Call
759-9215 after 4
p.m. or leave
message.
Reasonably priced
for fully loaded.
fully safety
equipped truck.

3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
garage, appliances. Coleman RE. 753-9898.

Real Estate

A*"

1996 CHEVY 2-71 4X4
extended cab, leather,
$18.500.
loaded. 55K
759-7992 after 4pm

1967 CHEVY truck, new
motor $700 492-8266
1985 GMC, lwb 1/2 ton
Auto, air, tilt, pw, pl, new
tires. $2,800 759-1058
1991 XLT Ford Ranger
with topper $4,750.
2BR, 2 bath, 2 miles SE of
502-492-8614
Murray. Immediate occupancy 753-4549
38R. 2 bath brick, hardwood floors, carport, Old
Salem Rd, just off 121 S
Cab
possession
immediate
Phone 753-9711,
Red & silver, runs

HAY for sale, $20./ roll
436-5844 436-5274

F

ltsad Trucks

1997 CHEVY Venture
short version 28,xxx miles
white $16,500 obo
436-5744

Lrvesteck & Supplies

1121

1fans

1996 CHRYSLER Cirrus
LXI, fully loaded, still under
30xxx
only
warranty,
miles, white w/leather interior, 1 owner, If interested
call 489-2738.
1996 MERCURY Cougar
XR7 Fully Loaded, Sharp,
33,XXX. Will sacrifice at
$12,500. Call 492-6138
1996 MONTE Carlo Z34
Black with tinted windows,
spoiler. 16,XXX miles Under Warranty 753-8721

Vans
1989 DODGE Ram wagon
window van, V-8, auto,
loaded, high miles Excellent condition $5,000
753-7790
1990 CHEVROLET Astro.
7 passenger, all power,
owner local 753-0697
days, 759-1928 nights
1992 DODGE Caravan
LE. 7 passenger. excellent
condition, high mileage
7537304
1995 CHRYSLER van
Town & Country, loaded,
blue 56K 492-6175

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

• In
• E,

• R,
• R,

F

Lots For Sale

•

A tremendous range of choices in city limits.

Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

AD
IMP
Remode
Job Too
492-E

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homes.com
E-mall: carolwood@msn.com

AFFOR(
hauling,
:leaning
work. 42

ALL car
foundati
walks,
ings, re
AGC ce
ALL T
Landsci
hedge
edging,
lawn SE
ing.
Tree t
Brush,
bushhoc
Gu
screen
ing

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair

Custom Backhoe
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Phone:

(502) 437-4545
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502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Tree Trimming
Full Line of
Stump Removal
Equipment
Hedge Trimming
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured - 24 Ilr tiervice

Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobilesonitne.com.
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1LECTRICIAN
R&R ELECTRIC.
New construction, rewiring, mobile home hookups, electrical maintenance & repair Call anytime. Murray, 762-0001,
Cell,* 519-1592.
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Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
OUR RAY a...•nd Sunny BMW)
5040

409 SUNBURY
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1
;
.
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C
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Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
renilleg
iii
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

Now is a Great Time to Build
It you are looking for quality we want to he your
building cant ractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract prim bekire
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus

GARDEN tilling, bushhogging, small lobs, driveways
graded with box blade
Gerald Carroll 492-6159.
GUTTERS:
Quality Seamless Aluminum Gutters- variety of
colors. Free estimates. Licensed. Affordable prices.
Vinyl Shutters- variety of
colors, vinyl siding supplies. West KY Seamless
Gutters, 753-0278
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
plumbing, yard
work.
proches & decks. Any job
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500_
HANDYWORKJ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759.
HARDWOOD FLOOR
Installation & finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Moving Service, 437-3939.
6168 Old Olive Rd, Hardin,
KY 42048.

basis.

We comply w it h sli the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake
homes, large or small.

Bruce Green
602)

7c3

-3343

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

•
tal
im
ost

g11- er 00 &aNV%
llifenq
• Interior
• Exterior
• Remodeling
• Roofing

• Small Building
• Plumbing
• No Job To Small
• Vinyl Siding

Fast Dependable Service

436-2102 ask for Ben
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling, Repairs No
Job Too Small
492-6267, 759-5485
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867
• ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings, remodeling, repairs,
AGC certified. 435-4272.
ALL TYPES OF WORK
superior
Landscaping,
hedge trimming, sidewalk
edging, lawn sweeping,
lawn seeding and fertilizing.
Tree trimming, removal
clearing,
Brush, briar
bushhogging, suckle mowing_ Gutter cleaning with
screen installation, hauling Message, 753-2092.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONALDEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore. 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113
BASEMENTS & Homes.
Sub & General contracting Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders. 502-436-2007 or
502-436-5264
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134.
492-8584
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs. Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime

CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal. Free Estimates. SatisReferences. Call
fied
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
Oct. 20, 1998:
New beginnings occur, and you
warmly welcome them. Be determined to carry projects to the finish
line. Not everyone helps you; often,
partners cause more upset than you
are aware. Because they are so negative about themselves, they come
down on you too hard. Don't let this
affect your confidence. Making
money becomes more important to
your self-esteem than need be. Carefully look at this tendency of yours.
If you are single, romance knocks on
your door; whether or not you answer is your call. Ifattached,the two
of you forge even tighter bonds.
SCORPIO is possessive.

L&J HOME BUILDERS
New construction. Remodling. Electrical, vinyl siding.
Plumbing repair.
753-0353.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed & Insured. Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
LAWN CARE
Mowing, trimming, bed
mulching, hedge trimming,
leaf clean-up & mulching.
Terry Joe, 753-4679.
Raking, gutter
LEAF
cleaning and hauling. 4362102 ask for Joseph.
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels. Free estimates.
All work guaranteed!
489-6125
No job too small!
PAINTING
Interior - Exterior.
Free estimates. 436-5032.
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
136-5255.
R & R Construction
Additions, remodeling, vinyl siding, roofing, bam rePairs, decks, replacement
windows. Free Estimates.
436-5370.
RILEY Remodeling & Construction. Additions- Garages- Vinyl siding & tnmRoofing- Metal Roots- ReWindowsplacement
Decks- Pole Barns. Free
Estimates. 502-489-2907.
STOCKWELL METAL
ROOFING
The best in imperial nb.
standing seam, stonecoated steel, & copper
Best deals December
through February.
753-6585.
SUPERIOR LEAF
RAKING
Hauling & odd jobs. 4366032 or 436-2102, ask for
Ben.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TOMS WINDOWS
All your cleaning & painting needs. Pressure washing etc. 759-3463.

Chimney
Chim
CHIM
Sweep. Chimney cleaning
services. 10°,i senior citidiscount. Contact
zen
Tracy Manning. 435-4006
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks.
remodeling. vipyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592.
CUSTOM BUILT
Wooden decks, fencing,
pole barns, sheds, carports Also repair 7 rebuild.
Excellent workmanship
Affordable rates
753-7860

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming. leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchmg, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaran
teed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592_
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network Mon-Fri, 1-530
753-0530

The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** What starts as a good day
could become mired in misunderstandings and financial tension. Use
your personal skills to straighten
out chronic problems. Listen carefully to feedback from someone in
charge. He might be confused, but
you can't buck him. Tonight: With a
trusted partner.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Ease up; you are out of sorts.
Resolutions you make in the morning could be forgotten by afternoon.

CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Services "Cleaning" vinyl sid- FREE kittens to good
ing. homes, mobile homes, home, 6wks old Call 435
boats, brick driveways, 4300, after 5pm
parking lots. all exterior
FREE to good home'
cleaning, acid cleaning
Young Iguana & cage.
available David Borders, 759-7992 after 4pm
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4731
Cellular 502-653-1108
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling. or just replacing a
switch Licensed & Insur
ed Off 753-0834
Hm 759-9835
ELECTRICIAN
Walter's Electrical Works.
No OD too large or too
small. Call ifor all your
electrical needs. 15 years
experience 436-5376

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
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A change in plans, .,:tice gossip and
a mislaid message could tngger dissension. A partner is angry. Despite
all this, an avenue of fulfillment
exists. Tonight: Seek peace.
GEMINI rMay 21-June 201
**** A new beginning with a loved
one makes you grin. But your own
fatigue compounds issues that come
out this afternoon with a co-worker
or project. Recognize the need to
withdraw rather than respond prematurely. Concentrate on one item
at a time. Tonight: Burn the midnight oil.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Pressure could overwhelm you,
despite personal resolutions you
make to resist. Awareness and sensitivity to others make a big difference. A friend could take a strong
stance. Pull back, and make solid
decisions. Tonight: Allow your imagination to run wild.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Reach out for someone special this morning. Discussions herald a new beginning. Question what
is going on with a loved one. Listen
to his views. A boss's behavior and
someone- else's reactions indicate
that more is going on than meets the
eye. Trust your intuition. Tonight:
Head straight home.
VIRGO'(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** New financial beginnings
make you smile. A child or loved one
is clearly confused or needy. Right
now, pacifying this person will be a
challenge. Make an effort to under-

,,suA( in their shoes. Read
between the lines of a pessimistic
response. Tonight: At a favorite spot.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your smile helps-someone
turn a corner. Stay in touch; make
an effort to help a loved one feel
better. Take time to grapple with a
money problem. Don't let wishful
thinking color your final decision.
Stay anchored in reality. Tonight:
Indulge in some good, clean fun!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Much happens, most of it quietly. Listen first, then touch base
with others. Make an extra effort.
You don't see eye-to-eye with a partner, but you understand more than
you are willing to let him know. Be
gentle when handling difficult personalities. Tonight: Call the shots!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** When you get an early start,
you will get more done. Distractions
and obstacles abound in the afternoon. Withdraw, to do some solid
thinking. You'll need to rein in your
finances, to prevent an even bigger
problem. Tonight: Do something
special for yourself.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18)
*** Continue to take an overview
Don't let a family member push and
shove you around, no matter how
hard he tries! Maintain a high profile at work; concentrate on one item
at time. You might need to screen
calls so you can accomplish all you
want. Tonight; In the limelight.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
**** A partner makes promises
with every intent of keeping them.
Allow yourself greater flexibility.
Talks with someone could be troublesome. Where is the problem coming
from? You might be getting faulty
information from a friend. Tonight:
Plan a weekend getaway.
BORN TODAY
Psychologist-writer Dr.Joyce Brothers (1928). actress Melanie Mayron
(1952), actor Jerry Orbach (1935)

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
*** Maintain a hith profile. Think
through decisions that affect your
image and professional goals. Pressure from a child or loved one could
be overwhelming. Right now, you
are confused or are being unrealistic. Be smart, and choose to do nothing! Tonight: Join a friend.

*

DISCOUNT PRICES
on

CA ALCOA
Vinyl Siding &
Replacement Windows
Ask About Our Garages
& Metal Buildings

ARMOR SIDING &
WINDOW COMPANY
-800-957-3404 or (901)644-1555

99's Are Rolling In.
It's Time to Punt
A, These 98'8 Out of Here!
Come Catch the Savings.
1998
Dodge Intrepid
98336

Stk. # 98345

V-6, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt &
cruise.

V-8, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,
cassette, R/AC, 3rd seat

98352

1998
Plymouth
Neon Coupe

V-8, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,
white letter tires, sliding back glass,
two tone paint.

1998
Jeep
Cherokee
98331

Stk. #98476

NC, PS/PB, AM/FM, cloth seats

4 dr. Sport, 4.0 6 cyl., auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt
& cruise, floor mats, luggage rack, rear
wiper/washer/defroster

PEP/49-iecf

Dodge
Dodge Duro

E 3rIge
L.

2400 E. Wood St .• Paris, TN
642-5661 •1-800-748-8816
All rebates applied down.

CHRISLEft
Ptymoutfi

Jeep
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resources Pain clinics are found in
larger hospitals: they may also be
independently run or part of a sportsDEAR DR. GOTT Who should give medicine program.
patients instructions about the risks
To give you related information. I
of prescribed medicines and the best am sending you a copy of my Health
time to take them. the doctor or the
Report "Managing Chronic Pain."'
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Use both resources, because they splits and diagnosed lymphadenopaIs
complement each other. If their thy. He didn't perform any tests.
instructions differ, ask the two of such an enlargement normal? Should
I insist on further testing?
them to resolve the issue.
I get a lot of advice and help from
DEAR READER: Neck swellings
the pharmacists in my community, can indicate serious disease, such as
and I am convinced that my patients aneurysm (arterial swelling), lymare better off for it.
phadenopathy (enlarged lymph
DEAR DR. GOTT: My tailbone has glands), thyroid disease or infection.
been hurting for two years, and I can't In my opinion. your doctor made a
sit. My doctor blamed it on muscle mistake in ma' testing you to discover
spasm and gave me tranquilizers, but the cause of the swelling. X-rays or
they don't help. CT scans show noth- ultrasound examinations might help
ing. What's next?
to diagnose your condition. Clearly, a
DEAR READER: I assume that you second opinion is in order. Ask your
do not have a tumor, an-abscess or a physician for a referral to a diagnostispinal abnormality,-beeause-the CT ciaft,--a- surgeon or a head-and-neck
scan would have shown these. specialist.
Therefore, I suspect that you have an
1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
unusual affliction called coccydynia
an unexplained pain in the tailbone
DR. GOTT
(coccyx). Your best bet is to treat the
pain by using mild analgesics and to
avoid sitting on hard, uncomfortable
PETER
surfaces.
a
visiting
r
GOTT, M.D.
You might also conside
pain clinic. These clinics help patients
manage chronic pain with physical
therapy, exercise, relaxation techniques, acupuncture, biofeedback,
prescription medicine and other

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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i SOMEPAM, INSTEAD OF
JUST SITTING THERE...
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YOU'LL ALL BE INTERACTING
WITH YOUR TELEVISIONB!

WHO CAME UP WITH
THAT STUPID IDEA?

PEANUTS
LETS COMPARE NOTES,
SIR,AND SEE IF WE'VE
601 THE SAME ANSWERS..
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WHY NOT? SURE,WHEN? THEY
DID? SOMETIME,I DID NOT, WNO
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NEVER LET 'EM
KNOW WHERE
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1 Boston
Celtics great
5 Wash and —
9 Lie
12 South African
Dutch
13 Pub brews
14 Suffix
15 Most
attractive
17 Slim
19 Profound
21 Helmsman
22 Creature
with a pouch
26 — plus ultra
27 Paramour
28 Dress up
30 Explosive
letters
33 — garde
34 Farm
implements
37 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
38 Neighbor of
TX
Haw
40
41 Pertaining to

47 Highlander's
garments
50 Polio
vaccine
developer
51 Similar
compound
53 Keanu —
57 — chi
58 Long period
of time
60 Sweet
potatoes
61 Finish
62 Rather's
forte
63 Otherwise
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1 UK
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2 Vowel
sequence
3 Soak as flax
4 Digs a
channel
5 — cooler
6 — Paso
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Texas
7 DDE
opponent
8 Inv reply
9 Slice of fish
without bone
10 -Sock — —
me"
11 As red as a

16 Rummage
18 One
(German)
20 Earthenware
makers
22 Red Skelton
character
23 First-rate (2
wds )
24 Reno's St
25 Companion
of aah
29 Lamblike
31 Part of face
32 Set up (golf
ball)
35 Evergreen
shrub
36 Salmon
39 Woody
42 Symbol for
rhodium
44 Banking abbr
46 Acquires by
labor
47 Aerial toy
48 No man — island
49 Penn or
Connery
52 Female ruff
54 Actor Kilmer
55 Printer's
measures
56 Opp of NNW
59 Sound of pain
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